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(English)
V.B. Price

5.

President's Report

INFORMATION
William C. Gordon

6.

Provost's Report

INFORMATION
F. Chris Garcia

7.

Faculty Senate President's Report

INFORMATION
Jonathan Porter

8.

Forms C & D from the Curricula Committee

ACTION

pp. 10-13
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PBESENTER(S)
ACTION .

pp. 52-69

9.

Forms c
Jonathan Porter
• Revision of degree and major-BS in Mechanical Engineering
(Mechanical Engineering)
• Revision of concentration-Semiconductor Manufacturing (Mechanical Engfneering)
• Revision of degree-BA in Dance, revision of major and minor in Dance (Theatre & Dance)
• Deletion of degree-BFA Actor Training (Theatre & Dance)
• Revision of major and mlnor-Bachelor of Arts in Theatre (Theatre & Dance)
• Revision of minor-Minor Study Requirements (Speech & Hearing Sciences)
• Revision of major-Major Study Requirements (Speech & Hearing Sciences)
• Revision of degrees-BA/BS and major in Psychology (Psychology)
• Deletion of degree-BS in Physical Therapy (Orthopaedics/Physical Therapy)
• Revision of degrees & name change-MA, Ph.D., and Graduate Minor in Mathematics
(Mathematics & Statistics)
• Revision of minor-Undergraduate Minor in Mathematics (Mathematics & Statistics)
• Revision of major-BS in Mathematics (Mathematics & Statistics)
• New minor-Undergraduate Minor in Statistics (Mathematics & Statistics)
• New degree-BS in Statistics & new major (Mathematics & Statistics)
• New degrees-MS, Ph.D., & new Graduate Minor in Statistics (Mathematics & Statistics)
• New Ph.D. concentration-Medieval Studies (English)
Form D
• New graduate degree-Masters in Physical Therapy (Orthopaedics/Physical Therapy)

Open Discussion and New Business

10. Adjournment
NOTES: 1.
2.
3.
4.

All faculty are invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings.
All Senators are invited to attend the Senate Operations Committee meetings
on Wednesdays, 12-1:30 p.m. in Scholes 100.
Full agenda packets will be sent only to those on the Senate distribution list.
Complete summarized minutes from the February 23, 1999 meeting are available through
http://www.unm.edu/~facsen and the Office of the Secretary.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE OFFICE OF THE UNIVERSITY SECRETARY 277-4664
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The University of New Mexico

March 23, 1999

The Faculty Senate meeting for March 23, 1999, was called to order at 3:36 p.m., in the Kiva . Senate
President Jonathan Porter presided.
Senators present: David Bennahum (Internal Medicine) , Steve Block (Music), Ann Caudell (Nursing),
Jack Crowl (Gallup), Julie DePree (Valencia), Gregory Franchini (Psychiatry), John Gahl (Electrical &
Computer Engineering), Jan Gamradt (Individual, Family & Community Education) , Kishore Gawande
(Economics), John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences), David Gettman (Pharmacy), Jeffrey Grif 1th
(Biochemistry & Molecular Biology), Fred Hashimoto (Internal Medicine), Apama Huzurbazar
(Mathematics & Statistics), Betsy Jameson (History), Nancy Kanagy (Cell Biology & Physiology), Hany
Llull (General Library), George Luger (Computer Science), Wanda Martin (English), Carolyn Milli n
(Gallup), Christine Nathe (Dental Hygiene/Surgery), Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear Engin rin ),
Jonathan Porter (History), Charles Pribyl (Orthopaedics), Ronald Reichel (University Coll
), St phani
Ruby (Molecular Genetics & Microbiology), Robert Sapien (Emergency Medicine), Dan Sava
(Neurosciences), Warren Smith (Foreign Languages & Literatures) , Brian Solan (Family Community
Medicine), Paul Weiss (General Library), Sherman Wilcox (Linguistics), Carolyn Wi (Education
Specialties), Melvin Yazawa (History), Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology), -officio
member, Senate Operations Committee
Senators absent: Steve Abram (Anesthesiology), Les Field (Anthropology), Barbara Hann n
(Philosophy), Christiane Joost-Gaugier (Art & Art History), Dorothy Kammerer-Doak (Ob tries
Gynecology), Nathalie Martin (Law), Les McFadden (Earth & Planetary Sciences), John Panitz (Physics
& Astronomy), Mario Rivera (Public Administration)
Excused absences: Jaime Grinberg (Language, Literacy & Sociocultural Issues) , Ph1hp Ham on
(Chemistry), Claudia Isaac (Architecture & Planning), Loren Ketal (Radiology), Ro rt Leonard
(Anthropology), William Kane (Individual, Family & Community Education), Neeraj Ma otra (El ctrical
C?mputer Engineering), Joseph Martinez (Education Specialties), Jean Martinez-Well s (Gallup),
Richard Reid (Anderson Schools of Management), Sally Seidel (Physics & Astronomy) , Lor ta Serna
(Education Specialties), Paul Steele (Sociology), Pauline Turner (Individual, Family Community
Education), Bridget Wilson (Pathology)
Guests present: Bopanna Ballachanda (Speech & Hearing Sciences), Edith Cheny (Architecture
Planning), Ronald Christensen (Mathematics & Statistics), Helen Damico (English), F. Chris Garcia
(Interim Provost) Danita Gomez (Academic Affairs), Carolyn Gonzales (Public Affairs) , illtam C
Gordon (Interim President), Richard Harris (Psychology), Richard Holder (Associate Provost), Joel
Nossoff (Dean of Students Office), Scott Sanders (English), Ronald Schrader (Mathematics Sta is ics),
Denise Schulz (Theatre & Dance), Peter White (President's Office)
1.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A motion to adopt the agenda was seconded and carried by unanimous voice vote of the Sena e.

2.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR FEBRUARY 2, 1999
A motion to adopt the summarized minutes for February 23, 1999, was seconded and cam
unanimous voice vote of the Senate.

J.

MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR PROFESSOR M. RHONDA HILL
The Memorial Minute for Professor M. Rhonda Hill (Electrical and Computer En in enn )
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a

presented to the Senate by Faculty Senator John Gahl (Professor, Electrical and Computer
Engineeri ng). The minute as adopted by rising vote of the Senate is presented below. Vivian
Valencia, Secretary of the University, will send a copy of the minute to her sister, Gloria Gayhart.
Memorial Minute for M. Rhonda Hill

On December 17, 1998, Professor Rhonda Hill of the Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department at the University of New Mexico died at home. She was a graduate of Purdue
University, and had extensive industrial and academic experience, finally coming to UNM in 1989
from the University of Maine. One of Rhonda 's passions was her love of the outdoors and nature,
particularly for the far north. Rhonda would take her boat and drive the 1500 miles from
Albuquerque to the head waters of the Mackenzie River in the Northwest Territories. There, she
would travel on the boat a few thousands miles, alone. She dealt with her illness in much the
same way, with few knowing the severity of it. Her special passion, though, was teaching . She
was devoted to helping students learn and understand the basic principles of their profession. She
is survived by a sister and brother-in-law, Gloria and James Gayhart, and friends across Canada
and the United States.

4.

MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR PROFESSOR EMERITUS KATHERINE G. SIMONS
Professor Emeritus V.B. Price (University Honors Program) was not available at the meeting to
present the minute for Professor Emeritus Katherine G. Simons. This will be placed on the
agenda for the Senate's April meeting.

5.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Interim President W illiam C. Gordon reported on the following :
This year two appropriations bills were developed, one in the House and one in the Senate. A
lot of time was spent talking to those involved in putting these two bills together. Once
discussions commenced on the bills access to those making decisions about the final
appropriation bills was limited. It is not known where UNM stands now that the session has
ended. The Governor's announcement that he did not support the final appropriations bill for
education calls for a special session of the legislature. It is also not known when the special
session will convene.
The House and Senate appropriation bills were resolved by a conference committee and
contained the following recommendations for UNM:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

differential salary and compensation increases of 5.25% for faculty and 4.25% for staff;
100% funding of the workload formula;
$500,000 for primary care instruction for the Health Sciences;
$400,000 for library enhancements;
$250,000 for accessibility services for disabled students;
$300,000 for Minority Engineering Math and Sciences Program;
4.5% tuition credit.

Enhancements for the equipment renewal and replacement formula and the building renewal
and replacement formula did not appear in the conference committee recommendations.
Credits against UN M's l&G budget for workers' compensation reduction in premiums and for
discretionary funding did not appear in the final appropriations bill.
Last year's HB2 did not contain a "Continuing Resolution" that would allow funding at the
previous year's budget to continue if a new appropriations bill is not passed before the
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beginning of a new fiscal year.

•

Presidents of the six, four-year institutions met recently to discuss difficulties dealing with
setting tuition when it is not known what tuition credit will be approved; publishing tuition
deadlines and class schedules; submission of approved budgets to the state; and concerns
about when the special session of the legislature will occur, etc. They will seek guidance from
the state on how to proceed.
President Gordon and UNM's vice presidents will meet to go over the issue of tuition setting for
this year, when it is likely to occur and how it will be handled.
UNM is working to develop strategies for the special session.

6.

PROVOST'S REPORT
Interim Provost F. Chris Garcia reported on the following :
The draft proposal for the Faculty Dispute Resolutions policy has been disseminated for
comments. The deadline for responses was March 1, but the Provost's Office is still taking
suggestions for improving the proposal. Key people involved in working on the draft proposal
will meet in the next week or so. A pilot program for faculty dispute resolutions is planned for
next fall.
The Senate's mandated assessment of deans, directors, and associate provosts are
proceeding. The assessment forms for deans are being received in the Provost's Office. The
evaluative criteria and measurement instrument for the associate provosts and branch campus
directors is being developed.

7.

•

The Extended Services Report prepared by Associate Vice President David Stuart has been
widely distributed for comments. The discussion draft is a proposal calling for major revisions
of UNM's physical on-site campus services, and particularly, television and internet extended
services.

•

A preplanning group of the University Planning Council, headed by Executive Affairs Officer
Peter White, has been established to work on strategic planning for UNM. The group will focus
on implementation and vision to develop a successful and effective strategic planning effort for
the near future. The current UNM 2000 Strategic Plan that was developed ten years ago was
revised five years ago.

SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Senate President Jonathan Porter reported on the following :
Issues being discussed regarding the Faculty Dispute Resolutions proposal are whether a
process should be implemented before a policy has been approved or whether a policy must
be in place before a process begins.
The Library Committee has developed a resolution regarding space issues in Zimmerman
Library. The Faculty Senate Operations will review the resolution and it may be presented to
the Senate at its next meeting.
A Faculty Sick Leave Policy developed by the Faculty and Staff Benefits Committee will come
before the Senate at its next meeting.
The Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee is now active, after having been dormant for a
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period of time, and can be used as a resource for the resolution of ethical issues.
Pending Forms C and D from the Curricula Committee will necessitate a meeting of the
Senate in May. The Senate Operations Committee will decide on what date that meeting will
occur.
The deadline for faculty nominations to the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, the
Committee on Governance, and at-large Senators has been extended by the Office of the
Secretary from March 24 to April 2, 1999. Senators were asked to urge colleagues in their
departments to submit nominations for these committees.

8.

FORMS C AND FORM D FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE
Senate President Jonathan Porter presented the following Forms C and D forwarded from the
Curricula Committee. President Porter provided a brief summary for each of the curricular change
requests being presented for Senate approval.
The Senate by unanimous voice vote approved all the following curricular requests:

Forms C
•
Revision of degree and major-BS in Mechanical Engineering (Mechanical Engineering)
•
Revision of concentration-Semiconductor Manufacturing (Mechanical Engineering)
•
Revision of degree-BA in Dance, revision of major and minor in Dance (Theatre & Dance)
•
Deletion of degree-BFA Actor Training (Theatre & Dance)
•
Revision of major and minor-Bachelor of Arts in Theatre (Theatre & Dance)
Revision of minor-Minor Study Requirements (Speech & Hearing Sciences)
•
Revision of major-Major Study Requirements (Speech & Hearing Sciences)
•
Revision of degrees-BA/BS and major in Psychology (Psychology)
•
Deletion of degree-BS in Physical Therapy (Orthopaedics/Physical Therapy)
•
Revision of degrees & name change-MA, Ph.D., and Graduate Minor in Mathematics
(Mathematics & Statistics)
•
Revision of minor-Undergraduate Minor in Mathematics (Mathematics & Statistics)
•
Revision of major-BS in Mathematics (Mathematics & Statistics)
New minor-Undergraduate Minor in Statistics (Mathematics & Statistics)
•
New degree-BS in Statistics & new major (Mathematics & Statistics)
•
New degrees-MS, Ph.D., & new Graduate Minor in Statistics (Mathematics & Statistics)
•
New Ph.D. concentration-Medieval Studies (English)
Form D
•
New graduate degree-Masters in Physical Therapy (Orthopaedics/Physical Therapy)
9.

OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS
Two items were presented to the Senate at this time.
1) Senator Melvin Yazawa presented a motion requesting that the Faculty Senate change the
scheduling of the University's spring break to be in accordance with the Albuquerque Public
Schools' system spring break. Senator Yazawa said if it was not in the power of the Faculty
Senate to make this change, then the Faculty Senate should make a recommendation to the
appropriate individuals who are authorized to make this change.
Discussion ensued on the pros and cons for having coinciding spring breaks.
are summarized below:
•

Senators comments

There are other issues involved than it being convenient for those who have children in APS
schools. There are groups of high school students that visit the UNM campus during their
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~prin~ break. Ad~itionally, UNM's seniors rely on spring break to go out of state for job
m!erv1ews. A spnng break later in the semester (April) would be too late for them to compete
with other schools that are doing job interviews in March.
The APS spring break occurs late in UNM's semester and changing to their break would create
difficulties with UNM's calendar. It would be better if APS , the branch campuses, and UNM's
main campus had spring breaks more similarly situated, but would not support a unilateral
move on UNM's part to coincide with APS' spring break.
Having different spring breaks creates enormous hardships for UNM's students who do have
children. The difficult of arranging child care for different breaks is a real problem.

•

It would optimally be better for APS to move toward UNM's spring break. People who do the
scheduling should attempt to contact UNM's counterparts at APS and move toward the same
spring break, rather than UNM having spring break whenever APS has it.
There is a lot of coordination to be done, and the Albuquerque Technical Vocational Institute
needs to be involved as well.

Professor Beulah Woodfin, ex-officio Senate Operations Committee, suggested that UNM's
administration discuss the possibilities with APS' administration of moving toward a common week
for spring break. There are good reasons for coinciding breaks that are for the most part personal
and there are good reasons against because of the variability of the APS break that makes it
difficult for those who schedule professional activities during the spring break.
Senator Yazawa stated that asking the administration to check into this matter would suggest that
the Senate is not serious about this issue. Senator Yazawa said he does not see a problem with
the spring break occurring later in the year, such as APS' spring break. The fact that other
institutions, including branch campuses, take their spring breaks at different times than the UNM
main campus would indicate that instead of this being an argument against the proposal that it
would be an argument for the proposal. He said it is impossible to ask APS to change their
schedule.
Senate President Porter said the issue of changing UNM's spring break relates to general faculty
welfare and is within the competence of the Faculty Senate.
At this point, Senator Harry Llull said the issue needed serious discussion and called for a quorum .
A quorum was declared present by a show of hands, 33 Senators were present.
Senator Wanda Martin suggested seeking additional input from constituents on campus before
proposing such a big change.
Senator Paul Weiss made a motion to table Senator Yazawa's motion until further discussion by
constituents was held. Senators by a show of hands vote, 22 in favor, 11 against, and no
abstentions, tabled discussion and action on Senator Yazawa's motion until the Senate's next
meeting. Senators will discuss this issue with their faculty constituents. Senator Betsy Jameson
suggested that input also be solicted from the Graduate and Professional Student Association,
Associated Students of UNM, and Staff Council.
2)

Professor Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology), Chair, Governmental Relations
Committee, thanked Senators for their efforts in contacting legislators during the recent
legislative session. She asked Senators and their constituents to thank legislators for their
support and to encourage them to keep UNM's needs in mind as budget negotiations proceed.

5

Senator John Gahl thanked Professor Woodfin for her active participation and efforts on U
behalf during this year's legislative session.

10.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 4:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted by:

!V/ al\i #U· bC, ~

Mari A. Ulibarri
Administrative Assistant Ill
Office of the Secretary

Vivian Valencia
Secretary of the University
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MECHAMCAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
COURSE CURRICULUM

Freshman - 1st semester 17 credit hours
Chemistry 121L - Gen. Chemistry
Math l 62L - Calculus I
Engr-F 122 - Intro to Engr Methods
Engl 101 - Comp I: Exposition
Core Humanities Elective

4
4

3
3
3

Freshman - 2 nd semester

17 credit hours

CS 15 lL - Computer Prog. Fund.
Phys 160 - General Physics I
Math 163L - Calculus II
Engl 102 - Comp II: Analysis & Arg
Chem 122L - General Chemistry

Sophomore - 1st semester 18 credit hours

Sophomore - 2 nd semester

Math 264L- Calculus ill
Physics 161 - General Physics II
Econ 105 - Intro Macroeconomics
?vfE 201 - Intro to Mech Engr
CE 202 - Engineering Statics
Core Humanities Elective

Math 345 - Elemt Prob &Math Statistics
Physics 262 - General Physics III
ME 301 - Thermodynamics I
ME 306 - Dynamics
Core Social/Behavioral Sciences Elective
Core Fine Arts Elective

Junior - pt semester

3
3

2
3
3

18 credit hours

Math 316 - Applied Ord. Diff. Eqns
ME 314 - Anal/Des of Mechanisms
ME 317 - Fluid Mechanics
EECE 203L - Circuit Analysis
CE 302 - Mechanics of Materials
·Core Writing & Speaking Elective
Senior - 1 st semester

4

3
3
3
3
3
3

14 credit hours

ME 35 lL - Mech Engr Lab II
ME 358 - Machine Component Des
ME 380 -Analys/Des Mech Cont Sys
ME 350 - Engr Economy
Technical Elective

2
3
3
3
3

Junior - 2" d semester

For further information contact: Student Advisor
Mechanical Engineering, Room 204
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-1326

@

4

3
3
3
3
3
3

17 credit hours
3
2
3

3
3
3

15 credit hours

ME 352L - Mech Engr Lab III
ME 359 - Mech Engr Design
Technical Elective
Technical Elective
Technical Elective

Core Curriculum Elective - See approved list of courses.
Technical Elective - Must have prior approval of advisor.

3

18 credit hours

ME 302 - Thermodynamics II
ME 3 l 8L - Mech Engr Lab I
ME 320 - Heat Transfer
ME 357 - Intro to Mech Vibrations
ME 370 - Engr Materials Science
Core Second Language Elective

Senior - 2nd semester

3
3
4

2

4
3
3
3

610

Core Curriculum Electives for ME Students
The following are the list of Core Curriculum electives for students entering the Mechanical Engineering (B.Sc.) program
starting Fall 1999.
1. Writing and Speaking. One course chosen from:

• English 219 {Technical Writing), 220 (Expository Writin~)
• Communication and Journalism 130 {Public Speaking)
• Philosophy 156 (Reasoning and Critical Thinking).
2. Social and Behavioral Sciences. One course chosen from among the following:
• American Studies 182 (Introduction to Environment, Science & Technology), 185 (Introduction to Race, Class &
Ethnicity)
• Anthropology 101 (Introduction to Anthropology), 130 (Cultures of the World)
• Economics 106 (Introductory Microeconomics)
•
•
•
•
•

Geography 102 {Human Geography)
Linguistics 101 (Introduction to the Study of Language)
Political Science 110 {The Political World), 200 (American Politics)
Psychology 105 (General Psychology)
Sociology 101 (Introduction to Sociology)

3. Humanities. Two courses chosen from among the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Studies 186 (Introduction ~o Southwest Studies)
Classics 107 {Greek Mythology), 204 (Greek Civilization), 205 (Roman Civilization)
Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies 223, 224 {Literary Questions)
English 150 {The Study of Literature), 292, 293 (Western Literature/World Contexts)
Foreign Languages (M Lang) 101 (Elementary Topics in Foreign Languages)
History 101, 102 (Western Civilization), 161, 162 (History of ~he United States)
Philosophy 101 (Introduction to Philosophical Problems), 201 (Greek Philosophy), 202 (Modern Philosophy)

• Religious Studies 107 {Living World Religions)
4· Second Language . One course chosen from any of the lower division non-English offerings of the Departments of
Linguistics, Spanish and Portuguese, and Foreign Languages and Literature. Students with knowledge of a second
language equivalent to four semesters of study are deemed to have satisfied this requirement. CLEP and AP credit can
be used for placement, but unless the student has demonstrated knowledge equivalent to four semesters of study, an
additional semester of a second language must be taken.
5· Fine Arts . One course chosen from among the following:
• Art History 101 (Introduction to Art), 201, 202 {History of Art I, II)
• Dance 105 (Dance Appreciation)
• Media Arts 210 (Introduction to Film)
• Music 139, 140 {Music Appreciation)
• Theater 122 (Introduction to Theater)
students may instead elect to take one three-credit studi~ course offered by the Departments of Art and Art History,
Music, Theater and Dance and the Media Arts program to fulfill this requirement.
• Note: For students who entered the ME program before Fall 1999, all H/SS courses taken (from the 'old" list) before
Spri~g 1999 will be accepted; these students will be e ~ finish their "H/SS" slots consistent with the new Core

Curriculum electives.
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change Manufacturing Engineering Program

Date 8 March 1999

Program to be changed Mfg. Engr. Prog., M.Engr. degree, Semiconductor Mfg. Concentration
Individual initiating change John E. Wood, Professor, Director

A. Summary of previous program requirement to be changed:
1 . Three "core" courses of the original version of the Semiconductor (SIC) Mfg.
Concentration (track) are to be exchanged for three "SIC"-specific "core" courses.
Courses to be changed out: CS-492, ME-555 and ME-584 (or EECE-520).
2. Three of the original track (concentration) electives are to be replaced with three
"required" courses. Courses to be changed out: Track Electives #1, #2 and #3.

B. Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
1 . Three "core" courses of the original version of the Semiconductor (SIC) Mfg.
Concentration (track) are to be exchanged for three "SIC"-specific "core" courses.
Courses to be changed in: EECE-487, ChNE-586 and EECE-473.
2. Three of the original track (concentration) electives are to be replaced with three
"required" courses. Courses to be changed in: EECE-529, EECE-574 and EECE-579.
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THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

1h eafre aN/. DoNre
BA: Do wee T M\.c\JO( \(\

Department propo•ing change
Pr09raa to be changed

Oa;vce

Suaury ot propo•ed change•
A. Old pr09raa wording/d.•oription:

The old BA and Minor programs had the following courses as part of
requirements: Dance 222 Rhythmic Fundamentals (3), Dance 231 Writing About
Art (3), and Dance History 462 (3) and 463 (3).

B. Rew pr09raa wording/c:S.•oription:

Both the new BA and the new Minor have added the following courses as
requirements: 105 Dance Apprec. (3) , 204 Stretch/Strength (2), 220 Music for
Dance (1), and 3 hours selected from Dance History 462,463,464,465.
Both the new BA and the new Minor have deleted the following courses as
requirements: 222 Rhythmic Fundamentals (3) -- replaced by 220 (1) and 204 (2),
231 riting About Art (3) -- replaced by 105 (3).

f

/I

_ _ The Coamittee reoc,mmenda approval without qualification.
_ _ The Ccaaittee rec01111111enda approval with th• following
qualiticationa:

@
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Bachelor of Arts (BA) Dance
Department of Theatre and Dance
Curriculum Changes

Revision of the BA in Dance is requested to be able to strengthen the breadth of the degree
for the student and to better prepare them for professional and graduate work.
Changes are:
B. 35 hours in non-studio Dance courses:

Add as requirements:

Delete as requirements:

Dance 105 Dance Appreciation [3]
Dance 220 Music for Dance [1 ]
Dance 204 Stretch and Strength [2]
6 hours selected from Dance 462 ,463,
464,465,
Total 12 credit hours

Dance 222 Rhythmic Fundamentals [3]
Dance 231 Writing About Art [3]
Dance 462
Dance 463
Total 12 credit hours

Changes are:
C. 22 hours in dance technique selected through advisement. All students must complete
at least two courses in each of the following areas: Ballet, Modern, and Flamenco.
to ...
C. 22 hours in dance technique selected through advisement. All students must complete
at least two courses in each of the following areas: Ballet, Modern, and Flamenco, and at

least one course in the following areas: African, Hip Hop, Mexican Folk, Pue b 1o ,
Renaissance and Baroaue. Spanish Classical. or Tap,
For detailed explanations for each change, see attachment A.

Minor in Dance
Department of Theatre and Dance
Curriculum Changes
Changes are required to reflect the changes within the BA Dance degree and to strengthen
the background of students minoring in dance.
Present Minor Program in Dance:
a. Required: Dance 201,212,231,250,462

Changes in Minor Program in Dance
a. Required: Dance 105,201,212,250,204,220,

and 3 hours selected from
462,463,464,465

@

616

Explanation of changes:
1. Add Dance 105 as a required course (3) : This will become the first course in a 9 hour sequence
of work in Dance History. The broad but comprehensive survey provided by this course will lay
the necessary groundwork for upper division work in Dance History.

2. Change 204 from 1 to 2 hours and add as requirement: This will provide sorely needed
training in body conditioning for dance, and will reduce injuries and make students better
performers and teachers.
3. Create and add Dance 220 as a required course (1): This will provide students with exposure
to fundamental rhythmic and musical concepts that they need as performers, choreographers,
and teachers. Replaces Dance 222 Rhythmic Fundamentals which was both too narrow in its
content focus and required too many credit hours .
4. Delete 222 Rhythmic Fundamentals as a required course: l11e course is being replaced by
Dance 220 in the BA and Dance Minor requirements, but will remain in the catalog as an elective.
5. Change Dance History requirement from 462 and 463 to 6 hours
selected from 462, 463, 464, 465: Coupled with the addition of Dance 105 Appreciation as a
requirement, this change will allow the Dance History sequence to become more era- and topicfocused, improving students' research skills and scholarship in this part of the curriculum.
6. Create 465/t::rse: This course, "History of African American Dance in Performance" has been
taught twice as a 495/512 special topics seminar. We are giving it its own number to add it to the
sequence of 4 courses in Dance History from which students must select 2, and to add it to the
regular rotation of Dance History courses .
7. Delete 231 Writing About Art as a required course: This course will function better as an
elective than it did as a required course. Material from this course is being integrated into the 431
Dance Criticism course.

8. Addition of 1 course required from African, Hip Hop, Mexican Folk,Pueblo ,Renaissance
and Baroque, Spanish Classical, or Tap: This change will assure that students take better
advantage of the diversity of our curricular offerings in technique.

9.

Hours outside the major adjusted to include the core curriculum.

Library Impact: Existing resources are sufficient -- all new courses either replace ones for which
materials are already sufficient, or require no new library resources .
CIRT Impact: N / A

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
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Faculty Senate Curricula Commfttee
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Summary of proposed changes:

A. Old program wording/description:

Justification: The BFA (Bachelor of Fine Arts) in Actor Training is a initial professional, vocational degree.
The primary emphasis is on the development of skills, concepts, and sensitivities essential to the
practicing theatre professional. The current undergraduate educational philosophy in the arts i movin
from this vocational training to a broader based study of theatre within a liberal arts curriculum - fr m
the specialist to the generalist in the field of theatre - allowing the specialization to occur at th
graduate level. In 1996 to 1997, the National Association of Schools of Theatre (the partrnenl o
1beatrc and Dance's accrediting association), reported that 1,392 BA Theatre degrees were warded
compared with 697 BFA's. 1bis transition to a broader base theatre/liberal arts edu tion h
n
echoed in the last five years by students at the University of New Mexico, Department of Theatre and
Dance choosing double majors and the BA in Theatre over the BFA in Actor Training. Th
elimination of the BFA in Actor Training allows the department to focus departmental resources and
faculty on developing an effective and productive BA without losing the acting emphasis.

B: New program wording/description:

Justification: Restructuring the existing Bachelor of Arts in Theatre to specified emphases in selected areas
of study offered by the Department of 1beatre and Dance at the University of New Mexico corrects the
past difficulties of too many electives and unfocused, ill-advised study; while also communicating to
the student the many choices of study within the theatre program: acting, directing, design, dramatic
writing, stage-management, history/criticism, and drama education. The degree changes arc a
restructuring rather than a new invention.
Research into other departments of theatre across the country has proven a tre nd to .eliminate the
vocational. tunnel-vision approach of the BFA in theatre areas and to create g~neralist ~1'7 degrees
with emphases in selected areas of theatre practice. In 1996 to 1997, the Nauonal Assoc1auon of
Schools of'Theatre (the Department of Theatre and Dance's accrediting association), reported that 1,392
BA Theatre degrees were awarded compared with 697 specialized BFA degrees. The B A ~ ~grcc
allows the student to have some specialization while also achieving a broad study of theatre within •
liberal arts curriculum.

~
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THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION .
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:
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Summary of proposed changes:

A. Old program wording/description:

Justification: The DFA (Dachelor of Fine Arts) in Actor Training is a initi I pr fession

I, v a1i n I de

The primary emphasis is on the development of skills, concepts, and sensitivities es nti I I lh
practicing theatre professional. TI1e current undergraduate edu 1ional philos phy in lh
i mo in
from this vocational training 10 a broader based study of lheatre within a liberal
cuniculum - fr m
the specialist to the generalist in the field of lheatre - allowing the specialization t
ur t th
graduate level. In 1996 to 1997, the National Associa1ion f chools f 111 alfe (th
partm nt f
1neatre and Dancc's accrediting associa1ion), reported lhat J,392 BA 1l1eal'1 degrees w '1 w
compared with 697 BFA's. TI1is transi1ion to a broader base theatre/liberal nrts cdu tion I
echoed in the last five years by s1udents al the Universily of New Mexico, pa.rtment of Th
Dance choosing double majors and lhe DA in TI1eatre over the DPA in Act r Train in . 1l
elimination of the DFA in Accor Training allows 1hc dcpa.rtmcnl 10 focu dcpa.rtm ntal re u
an
facully on developing an effcc1ivc and produclivc DA without losing th actin emph i .

B: New program wording/description:

Iustjficafjon: Restructuring 1hc exis1ing Bachelor of Arts in Thealrc 10 specified cmph
of study offered by the Dcpartmenl of Theatre and Dance at the Univ rsi1y of New
past difficulties of too many clcclivcs and unfocused, ill-advised s1udy; while al c mmunicatin to
the student the many choices of s1udy wilhin 1he theatre program : acling, clir ting, d ign, dramatic
writing, stage-management, his1ory/cri1icism, and drama education. The decree h n arc a
restructuring ralher lhan a new invention.
Research into other departments of lheatrc across the counuy has proven a trend 10 eliminate the
vocational, tunnel-vision approach of the BPA in theatre areas and to create g~neralisl lhe:i~ degrocs
with emphases in selected areas of theatre practice. In 1996 to I 997, the NalJonaJ Ass 1allon of
Schools ofTilCalre (the Dcpartmenl of Theatre and Dancc's accrediting association), reported 1h l l, 92
BA 1bcauc degrees were awarded compared with 697 ,pcciaJized DPA degrees. TiliC DA Thea~ ~gree
allows the student to have some spccializalion while also achieving a broad ,1udy of lhcalfc within a
liberal arts curriculum.

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION .
[ ] THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:
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Department of Theatre and Dance
BFA in Actor Training and BA Theatre
Degree and Course Changes
Bachelor of Fine Art - Actor Training
Proposed Elimination
Justification: The BFA (Bachelor of Fine Arts) in Actor Training is a initial professional, vocational degree.
The primary emphasis is on the development of skills, concepts, and sensitivities essential to the
practicing theatre professional. The current undergraduate educational philosophy in the arts is moving
from this vocational training to a broader based study of theatre within a liberal arts curriculum - from
the specialist to the generalist in the field of theatre - allowing the specialization to occur at the
graduate level. In 1996 to I 997, the National Association of Schools of Theatre (the Department of
Theatre and Dance's accrediting association), reported that 1,392 BA Theatre degrees were awarded
compared with 697 BFA's . This transition to a broader base theatre/liberal arts education has been
echoed in the last five years by students at the University of New Mexico, Department of Theatre and
Dance choosing double majors and the BA in Theatre over the BFA in Actor Training. The
elimination of the BFA in Actor Training allows the department to focus departmental resources and
faculty on developing an effective and productive BA without losing the acting emphasis.

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: The requested elimination has no budgetary or faculty load
implications as the elimination of the BFA is a restructuring of the current theatre program for the
expansion of the BA in Theatre.
Student Recruitment. Retention and Graduation Implications : Since the elimination of the BFA and
development of a more substantial BA is what current and future students are choosing for themselves,
the adjustment of the degree program in the Department of Theatre and Dance will have no effect on
recruitment or retention. Students currently majoring in the BFA Actor Training program will be able
to finish their degrees with advisement and substitution . The acting courses are being restructured and
strengthened rather than eliminated. The changes will allow students enhanced choices rather than
limiting their education in the field.

Bachelor of Arts - Theatre
Restructuring of Degree
Justification: Restructuring the existing Bachelor of Arts in Theatre to specified emphases in selected areas
of study offered by the Department of Theatre and Dance at the University of New Mexico corrects the
past difficulties of too many electives and unfocused, ill-advised study; while also communicating to
the student the many choices of study within the theatre program : acting, directing, design, dramatic
writing, stage-management, history/criticism, and drama education . The degree changes are a
restructuring rather than a new invention.
Research into other departments of theatre across the country has proven a trend to eliminate the
vocational, tunnel-vision approach of the BFA in theatre areas and to create generalist theatre degrees
with emphases in selected areas of theatre practice. In 1996 to 1997, the National Association of
Schools of Theatre (the Department of Theatre and Dance's accrediting association), reported that 1,392
BA Theatre degrees were awarded compared with 697 specialized BFA degrees. The BA Theatr~ d~gree
allows the student to have some specialization while also achieving a broad study of theatre w1th111 a
liberal arts curriculum.
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The present BA requires:
60 hours of outside-the-major courses
48 hours in Theatre and Dance to include:
3 hours of acting
15 hours of lecture
9 hours of Technical Theatre
3 hours of Dance
3 hours of Summer Writers Stage
15 hours of theatre electives
20 free hours that may be theatre/dance or outside the department.
TOTAL 128 HOURS
The proposed restructured BA requires :
60 hours of outside-the-major courses
51 hours in Theatre and Dance to include:
3 hours of acting
15 hours of lecture
6 hours of Technical Theatre
3 hours of Dance
24 hours of specified courses for a systematize study in a field of theatre training
17 free hours that may be theatre/dance or outside the department.
TOTAL 128 HOURS
The restructured BA with a combination of generalization and specialization creates a superior blending
of knowledge and skills required by a theatre artist today . These changes also allow the faculty to
expand the range, innovation and flexibility of the courses they are teaching.
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: The requested changes create no new additional budget items or
any increase in faculty personnel or load. All course requirements are courses presently being offered in
the Department of Theatre and Dance or are a replacement for a deleted course.
Student Recruitment. Retention and Graduation Implications: The restructuring of the BA in Theatre is a
response to national trends and current student requests , therefore, recruitment and retention will
increase rather than decrease. Since the elimination of the BFA and development of a more substantial
BA is what current and future students are choosing for themselves, the adjustment of the degree
program in the Department of Theatre and Dance will have no effect on recruitment or retention.
Students currently majoring in the BFA Actor Training program will be able to finish their degrees
with advisement and substitution. The acting courses arc being restructured and strengthened rather
than eliminated. The changes will allow students enhanced choices rather than limiting their education
in the field.
Branch Campuses Implications :
The two most prevalent classes being taught by the Branch Campuses are Theatre J20 Acting
Foundations I and Theatre 122 Introduction to Theatre. The changes to these courses are minor title
changes with no content adjustments.

Summary of Course Changes and New Courses
Changes
in Acting
Under the
BFA thereCourses:
was a four year (eight semesters) acting course sequence with a three year
(six semesters) voice and movement sequence. These courses were named: Acting Foundations I,
II, Ill, and IV; Acting Studio l, II, Ill, and IV; Voice and Movement I, II, lll, IV, V, and VI.
These titles did not describe the course content and were so ri~id in progression as to hinder the

'j
• I

,.

.
educational development and freed m of tudy f< r actin, ·tudcnt . ·n, • propo · d han s r qu,
111
student in the BA Acting ·m phasis 10 have a shared backgr und of I wcr divi ·i n ur
acting and voice/movement (Theatre 220, 121, 224, and 22 ) and th n ·ho
I h Urll of thcr
courses in particular styles of a ·ting and voi e/movcmcnt I com pl ·tc th 1r mph 1 • Thi n \!
structure not only gives the student the freedom 10 set ·1 ar as of 1111erc. 1, hut als all< . th
acting faculty nexib ility and professional devel pmcnt that was 11np s ·1blc und r th• n •1dt1 of
the BFA acting cour e requirement .
Listed below is a summary or the minor cour e chang ·sand new cours •s d • loped I supp rr th
Acting Emphasis in the BA in Theatre: hanges are
;

Thea 122 -- Introd uction to Theatre1
am and d s ·ripti< n han,
invite non-maj ors to consider this cour e m re readily. Most pr· maJors ,Ir· pr, pa11 d fi a
comprehensive introduction to the theatre and th · ·han • ,., hc11cr dcsc11I • th· a ·tual · u~
content.

111

Thea 220 -- Actin g l·oundati on · Ill s
- Title cha n , to ind1 at th
department's move away from a stri t four cour. • scq u ·n · •.
th
-,cqu ·nee.

course sequence.
Thea 226 - Ensemble Improvisation -- Thea 42 - Fn. cmhlc l111pr0\!1 at, n change from Thea 42 due 10 cour e con tent and to allm maJor 10 •a1n the
this course earlier in their training.
Thea 320 -- Acting. tudio I - Charncteri,ation - Title and dcscnpt, n chance
specific course content

1111d ntif

Thea 324 -- Voi ce and tovement HI - ..,S~"'"c,....·~~~-J.L.L!,!1..JW><.~~•• - ritl and d
change will iden tif y specific cour·e content
Thea 414 -- Mu ic 1l1c,11rc Workshop - c.wl~ts!!.i>r.ll!_,_,'-'-'-'~.,_,_.._==course from other nc\! offcnn, in the area of musical theatre.

npt, n

e t di tin •ut h thi

Thea *420-- Actin g. 1udio Ill - =c:J.J·W b~~µ.u,.~u...,,<.U1...:..,,.;~...._..,_...""", - Titl and d
change more a cui,1tcl} 1cllcc1 the content of the

npu n

Thea *421 -- Acting . 1ud10 I
pecific cour e content .
Thea 428 -- nsemhl • lmpro i a11on - .....,_..._.._.........~•..!J.L.a.1.LU.:.u...Jw.t1c.:.u.'-'-'-':.u.L1~
due to replacement h ·n. ·a 2'.!6.

ur

d I

d
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Thea 414 -- Mu sic Theatre Workshop - Mu sical Performance - Title change to distinguish this
course from other new offeri ngs in the area of musical theatre.
Thea *444 - Outreach Tour - Changed repeatahle status 10 6 hours - so that students may
repeat for up to six hours. This is due to the variety of shows produced as well as the various
schools and school levels to ured.

New Courses in Acting and .Justifications:
Thea 222 (Circus, Combat and Physical Comedy) -- This course material develops imponant kills
in actors such as balance, timing, and physical agility. Has been taught in Thea 224 and 324.
Thea 326 (Acting for the Camera) -- This course material has been taught under a topics cour e
Thea 495 and has proven its importance in the actor training program due to the availability of
more opportunities in tel ev ision and film than in live acting.
Thea 328 (Musical Theatre) -- This course material has h!.!en taught under a topics cour e and has
proven its importance in the actor training program due to the significant volume of music-ba ed
dramatic literature and its frequent selection for production.
Thea *422 (Acting-Topics in Modern Styles) -- Thi s course material is e sential for every actor due
to the large body of dramatic literature and performance based in this :tyle. The content of thi
course has been taught in Thea 420 and 421.
Thea *424 (Mastering Classical Language) -- Thi s course material is essential for everiactor du<:_
to the large body of dramatic literature and performance based in this st,Yle. T 4 c.h"'' ...I _-,-...o-. '-..,lr
fr,~ ~-...rt-e~ ½l'-i 1,\J,.l. u.....J •,..\'(.'>~ii'""'· ~\-\(a,""f· ~ .. 'l,~ ~r~~ <tr \=°',NI rh. M 1lj \. ·f'-.. ~l'tt~,V
ci~ \ w-i H ri-'.> . 1\:-< Cl,..niu ::> .,h .;.b_ \ \ ~ \ i <i

t

Proposed Changes in Theatre Lecture Courses:
The current lecture series required of the BA in Theatre and the BFA Actor Training Program i
Theatre 122 - Introduction to Theatre
Theatre 223 - Introduction to Script Analysis
Theatre 435 - Theatre History I
Theatre 436 - Theatre History II
Theatre 437 - Theatre History III
Again, the Faculty of the Theatre Program found these courses rigid and out-of-date in their
structure and content. /11trotl11ctio11 to Theatre has been a combination class for majors and nonmajors, and therefore , was unable to serve either group properly . We propose to change this
course to Appreciation of Theatre to better serve non-majors in the core curriculum. Redesigning the Theatre History component to a two semester swcly at the 300 level will permit the
faculty to teach the necessary study of Performance Theories . The past necessity of a three
semester history sequence has not allowed development of topic courses such as: Latin American
Theatre, Women P laywrights, etc.

II

The proposed new lecture series is:
Theatre 223 - Introdu ction to Script Analysis
1 ~ 9~
Theatre 335 -Theatre History I "-..._ ~~\,mJ~Y\I \:"'~,"" ~~
Li~
Theatre 336 - Theatre 1-1 istory II /
L
1 , ~ ~ ..1 c
7 ' /5_3~1_ _Thea~- Performance Theories ofTheatre "~"'"'t
5 --> 1
\'v -,?,
Theatre *438-Topics in Theatre
e'i,t~ - ~

J.

'1/

'I "'I"

Changes are underlined.
Minor Changes and Justifications:
Thea 223 -- Introduction to Script Analysis - elimination of prerequisite 122 - As part of
revising our BA in Theatre degree, we are no longer requiring Thea 122 for major ·, so we
propose to remove it as a corequisite-requisitc for this course.
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Thea 3 35 -- Theatre His tory I - Number ch ange fro m Thea 435 - Co urse number change from
Thea *435 allows majors to gain the essenti al know ledge taught in thi s course earli er in their
training.
Thea 336 -- Theatre Histo ry II - Number change fro m Thea 436 - Course number change from
Thea *436 allows majors to ga in the essenti a l know ledge taught in thi s course earli er in their
trainin g .
Thea *437 -- Theatre 1-1 is tory lfI - Deleti on o r co urse due to maj or chan ge in course conte nt
(The ne w course num be r is the same so that the seque nce o r 400 level theore tical swdy i
maintained - see "New Co urses and Justifi cations" for li stin g).
New Courses and Ju stifi ca ti ons:
Thea *437 (Perfo rm a nce Theori es of Theatre) -- Thi s course pro vides a groundin g in the majo r
texts and theories o r thea tre a nd a chance to re fl ect on thea tre that is rare and vital in o ur program .
Thea *438 (Topi cs in T heatre) -- This new topics number a ll ows the de partme nt to o ffer spec ial
course content in the areas o f research work , new interes ts, and diverse c ultural issue .

Changes in Dramatic Writing Program:
The courses in playwrit ing have not changed fo r the Inst fift ee n years. The old c urric ulum was:
Thea 355 - Fundamentals o r Playwriting I
Thea 356 - Fundamenta ls o r Pl aywriting II
Thea 429 - Summer Writers Stage
Thea 455 - Seminar in Pl ayw ritin g
Thea 456L - Playwriting Laborat ory
Students were repeating 455 over and over. Topics courses were be in g utili zed to de ve lop more
specialization area in writin g. The Department o f Theatre and Dance has spe nt the la ' t six year in the
development of this prog ra m thro ugh a fund rai sin g e ffort to c reate an Endowed Chair in Dramatic
Writing and through the c rea ti o n o r an MFA in Dramati c Writ ing. The Endowme nt is now in pl ace
with two full -time, tenured fac ult y teaching in the program. T he MFA has been appro ved by the
appropriate committees in the Uni versity and is in the rin al stages o f state approval. The ne w courses
listed below have been tau ght as Studies in Theatre and are pan o r the underg raduate and graduate
sequence of dramatic writin g study .
The new curriculum for Dra matic Writing is as fo ll ows:
Thea 355 - Fundamental s o r Pl aywriting
Thea 429 - Summer Write rs Stage
3 , '1
Tuea~Q 1.¥efds ftn_cl Mw~c ~~\~j ~~r 1;.~~
( Thea 455 - Interrnediate Pl ay wntmg \ p,J \-11.J. 0 -tr ,\'<~ '-- . - \-m«,J\:th_ea 456 - Experimental Pl aywriting/
r
Thea 457 - Advanced Dramat ic Writing Workshop
Thea 458 - Screenwriting

II

\;_-A,~~,J \

Changes are underlined .
Minor Changes:
Thea 355 -- Fundame nt a ls o r Pl aywriting I - Fund amental s o f Playwriting - Title and description
change to match the rev isio n o f the playwritin g seque nce as outlined abo ve.
Thea 356 -- Fund a me nt a ls of Playwriting II - De lete course as no longer applicabl e to program
emphasis.

6 26

Thea 458 (Screenwriting) -- Course content extends the playwriting sequence to include writing for
the feature-length film. Previous taught as Thea 495 or 512 .
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change_ _ _
P_sy.,_c;;,_h_o_l_o...._gy_______________ Date
Program to be changed_ __.B""'A41/~B,1..1,Sl-..,l:t..,,.n1......1o.P.Ms.;,.y.i...c.u.bo~1.i..:o~gg.,yz..__ _ _ _ _ _ __

3/ td 99

* Limit to one page only

* Unit prepares/subm1s
MichaeJ Dougher . Chair , D pt. of Psych
with Form C/O
(on sabbatical leave for Spring ' 99)
Ind. shepherding change: Dick Harris , Acting Chair
A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
foll
For BA: 34 (or 33 if upper division lab is ak n) r dl h ur
Psych 105 (Intro Psych - 3 hrs) and 1061 (Intro Lab - 1 hr);
Psych 200 (Statistical Principles - 3 hrs);
2 courses from each of 2 groups of 3 200 1 v
cou s s (12 hr
(Group 1: Psych 220 (Child Psych) , 232 (Clini al), 271
Tl
Group 2 : Psych 240 (Brain & Behavi r), 260 (L arnl1g
265 (Cognitive) ;
4 Psychology courses (12 hrs) at JOO 1 v 1 r abov OR
h
3 courses (9 hrs) at ) = 300 lev 1 and 1 upp r d vi i n 1
plus one elective (3 hrs) and an A & S minor oh
hon bi
computer science , mathematics , or physics .
,n
h
For a Psych Minor : Psych 105 (3 hrs) , 1061 (1 hr), 15 rm r h
Psychology courses
Individual initiating change

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):

For BA : 36 (or 35 if upper division lab is ak n) r di hou
11
Psych 105 (Intro Psych - 3 hrs);
Psych 200 (3 hrs) and 302 (3 hrs) ;
4 courses (12 hrs) selected from among Psych 220 (D v lopm n
240 (Brain & Behavior) , 260 (Learning & Mem ry), 2 5 (C ni
271 (Social Psych) ;
1
v (
4 Psychology courses (12 hrs) at 300 lev 1 or ab v plu on
and any A & S minor .
For BS : Same as BA except
--must take upper- division lab and 302 (Psych Rs arch T chniqu s)
or distributed among biology , chemistry compu r sci nc
mah ma
statistics , or anthropology (biological an hro and/or human v lu
concentration) .
For a Psych Minor : Psych 105 (3 hrs) , and 15 mor hrs of an oh r P
courses .

~ THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION .
0

THE CO MM ITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIO S:

Approval:

s

r 3 h

)

Psychology Undergraduate Curriculum

MAJOR STUDY REQUIREMENTS
(New Catalog Description)
The student wanting an introduction to psychology should take Psych 105. Students should th n
take multiple 200 level courses before registering for more advanced courses. In arranging their
programs, students should be guided by the course numbering system. The first number indicat
the level at which the material will be taught as well as the level of the prerequisites or
corequisites for a course. The second number indicates the area within psychology with hi h
the course is primarily concerned. The code is as follows: 0 and I-general and quantitative
psychology; 2-developmental psychology; 3-clinical/personality psychology; 4-behavioral
neuroscience/brain-behavior relations; 5-special topics in psychology; 6-psychology of learning
and cognition; 7-social psychology; 9-individual research and honors seminar . The third
number has no systematic meaning. Although the prerequisites for any course may b aived b
permission of the instructor, it is strongly advised that students take the prerequi it sin ord rt
be adequately prepared for the course.
Acceptance of any transferred credits toward a major or minor in p ychology mu t b
approved by the Associate Chair for Undergraduate Education.
B.A. Track
To obtain a B.A. in psychology a student must complete satisfactorily (i.e., a grade of or bett r)
36 credit-hours in psychology (35 credit hours if an upper-division lab is taken. ee item 6
below) and should minor in an Arts and Sciences department. Other minors may be acceptable if
approved in advance by the Associate Chair for Undergraduate Education. The 36 credit hour
of psychology should included:
1: Psychology 105 (3 credits)
2: Psychology 200 (3 credits)
3: Four courses (12 credits) selected from our five 200 level core courses: P ch
220, Psych 240, Psych 260, Psych 265, and Psych 271.
4. Psychology 302 (3 credits)
5. Four courses at the 300 level or above
6. One psychology elective (2 or 3 credits). Students are encouraged but not
required to take an upper-division lab as an elective.

M[l_jors (B.A. only) in psychology who elect to minor in Human Services are required to
complete 24 hours in Human Services consisting of the following courses: FS 252 28
52
355, 359, 395, and 495. Students must apply to the Human Services Program for admi ion. For
more information, call 277-4535.

!,

B.S. Track
Same as B.A. track with the following two exceptions:
.
I. The student must complete a minor in or distributed among B10logy
Chemistry, Computer Science, MathematicAor Physics.

stet ;~·tl··s

9

Psychology Undergraduate Curriculum

10

2. The student must take an upper-division psychology lab.
For a distributed minor with either a B.A. or B.S., the student must take at least one upperdivision course in each of two or more areas and a total minimum of 30 hours.

MINOR STUDY REQUIREMENTS
15 hours beyond general psychology (Psych 105).

Departmental Honors
Superior sophomores, especially those anticipating graduate study in psychology or interested in
research training, are invited to apply for admission to the Undergraduate Honors Program to
begin in .the Fall semester of the junior year. Students participating in this program are eligible to
graduate with departmental honors if recommended by the faculty on the basis of outstanding
performance.
The Honors major requires 33 hours beyond 3 hours of general psychology, including 200, 302,
391,392,491, 492, and four courses from the five 200 level core courses. The usual requirement
of an upper-division lab for B.S. majors is waived for honors majors.

Note: Students enrolling in Psych 391, the Junior Honors Seminar, must have taken Psych 200
and either Psych 260 or 265 as prerequisites, and Psych 302 as a prerequisite or corequisite.
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OEGA£E/PROGRAM CHANGE

FOAF(. C
CIP CODE

Date:.----'2"""/_.1...,.8'-'-/-"-9=
8 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

RON ANDREWS

Aaalgned by

(Name of individual in~aat11g curricular change form)

Auoelat• Provost
lot Academic Affairs

DIRECTOR 272-6740
(Trtle. posrtion. telephone number)

ORTHOPAEDICS/PHYSICAL THERAPY PROGRAM
(Depattm0f'IV0ivis10n/Program/Brandl)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I
I
I
I

Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
I
CIRT (Comp & Inform.Res & Tec!J), (ifJ1ec;essary}
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) • , - • 1 , <D
College or School -FadJlfy
ft. ,. •
.' \, •
~ : £
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
•• <
FS Graduate Committee (if af.plicable)
~
FS Curricula Committee
' ~I 1 11 / 1 /; ~
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate
(. I '/,;
!
I1
I '
,
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* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:
l

I
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This form is for

Undergraduate Degree Program

[J

Graduate Degree Program

O
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(For existing degree only)
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BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM WILL BE REPLACED BY A MASTERS IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

g~rary
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Facufty Senate Currfcula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change 0rthopaedics/Di vision of Physical Therapy Date 2/19/99
Program to be changed

Bachelor of Science Degree in Physical ThiCrr:a::iipniy~-------

Individual initiating change Ron Andrews

-----------------

• Limit to~ page only

• Unit prepares/submits
with Form CID

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed :

The previous bachelors degree in physical therapy is being dropped.
The new masters in physical therapy is still an "entry level" degree
for physical therapy and must therefore retain the core material
of the bachelors in order to maintain accreditation and prepare
therapists for licensure and entry level practice. Therefore there
is no content component of the current bachelors program that will
not be incorporated into the new masters program.
Regarding non-curricular changes, the admissions criteria from
the bachelors program will be changed to be used with the masters
program. A baccalaureate degree will be required prior to application
to the masters program, the Graduate Record Exam will also be required
and lastly, the current 55 credits of science prerequisites will
continue ·to be required. The 21 credits of liberal arts prerequisites
B~ill be dropped due to the requirement of thde ~accal~ureate degree .
. -:;ummary or new program requirements wun propose c, ,ange(SJ:

The new masters program will be a full three years in length (six
semesters and two summers), compared with 28 months (four semesters
and two summers) for the bachelors program. Credit hours will increase
from 79 to 105. Additional clinical rotations have been added as
well as upper level elective course work and an advanced research
methods course. The "senior research" project has been elevated
to a masters thesis.
The rigor of the course work has been heightened over the past
seven to ten years as we have approached this degree change. The
profession of physical therapy has been changing to the masters
entry level for approximately twenty years. As an entry level baccalaureate
program we have been under the same accreditation criteria as the
entry level masters programs for years, and our graduates have always
performed well on national examinations and in the clinic.

~THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH TYE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS :

Approva l:

.' '
• I

• .j
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I
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

Department proposing change
Program to be changed

Mathematics and Statistics

MA, Ph.D., Graduate Minor in Mathematics

Individual initiating change

Ronald M. Schrader, Chair

Date

3/1/99

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits

with Form CID

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
Masters Degree: Currently the only Masters degree is the Master of Arts in Mathematics offered under
Plan II, with concentrations in pure mathematics, applied mathematics, applied statistics.
Ph.D. Degree: Currently the only Ph.D. degree is the Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics with
concentrations in pure mathematics, probability and statistics, and applied mathematics.
Graduate Minor: Currently requires 9 hours approved by department, and is officially a Minor in
Mathematics.

B. Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
Masters Degree: Change from Master of Arts to Master of Science in Mathematics, allow both Plan I
and Plan II, restrict concentrations to pure mathematics and applied mathematics.
Ph.D. Degree: Restrict concentrations to pure mathematics and applied mathematics.
Graduate Minor: No change. Approval will require some concentration in mathematics, rather than
statist ics.

~

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

D

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Approval:

/.,,-1

/,,-

-~~

Fac2!fY Senate Curricula Committee Chair

/ '

Graduate Program
Graduate Advisors
Contact [the graduate committee of] the department
for assignment of a graduate advisor.

[Review---0f Appliffl-t-itmS-Begins
Fall semester: February lspring semcster.--No-vember-lSummer semester: March l
N0~rly-app-l-ication is recommeftt:ied-:- Fall and
spring dates are observed for fin-a-ne-f.a+-a.id-;]
[Application Deadlines
Applications must be received by the Office
of Graduate Studies no later than July 1, to be
considered for the Fa11 term, and no later than
November 1, to be considered for the Spring term.
Review of completed applications is done on a
rolling basis, beginning on February 1 for the Fall
term, and beginning on October 1 for the Spring
term. Applicants seeking teaching assistantships
are encouraged to apply early.]

Degrees Offered
[See separate listings under Statistics for additional
degree options.]
M.[A][S]. in Mathematics
Concentrations:
pure
mathematics,
mathematics [,ftPJ3 lieti-sffit-ist-ies].

applied

Ph.D. in Mathematics
Concentrations: pure mathematics, [pre-bae-i-1-iey-a-nEI
s-t-a-tis-t-ics-,] applied mathematics.
[Graduate Minor in Mathematics]
The Master of [Arts] [Science in Mathematics]
degree is offered by the Department of Mathematics
and Statistics in the areas of pure mathematics[,]
[and] applied mathematics[, anEI applied statist-fes].
The student planning to study pure mathematics is
expected to have taken the courses usually included
in an undergraduate mathematics major, that is,
linear algebra, abstract algebra, and advanced
calculus.
To pursue the program in applied
mathematics the student should have taken
advanced calculus, linear algebra, and have some
familiarity with differential equations and scientific
computing. ['.ffte-student planning to stuey-j! ied

35-;i

sHi~ties shouM- have-Hl!Eetl-iAtroau t
Ii near algebfft,flfld1--tt--et1leu-lu equen
n Iud in
mt1-ltivariate-ealetHUS7] Promi ing tucl nt la kin
an adequate undergraduate backgr und may be
admitted to the graduate program hut will
required to remove undergraduate defi i ncie .
The Master of [Ms] [Science in Math mati ]
degree is awarded under [eith r Plan I (th . i.
option) or] Plan II [ Aly] (non-the i · [ pti n]
[p-1-a-n]). There is no minor requirem nt[.] [ nd
a][A]t least [18 hour (Plan I) or] 24 h ur [(Plan
II)] of the program mu t be in the d partm nl.
Knowledge of a foreign language i n tr quir cl .
It is possible to earn a ma ter degre n a part-tim
basis at the Los Alamo
nter ~ r raduat
Studie . The training office at thi ent r . h uld
con ulted ford tails.
The Doctor of Philosophy [in Math mati . ] d r
is offered by the departm nt with p ializati n · in
the area of pure mathematics[,] [and] appli d
mathematic [,
n
ppl-iea--flr bahilit
nd
SHll'ist-i ]. Knowledge f
chosen from French,
th
expected [ fi
kno wledge--e,t-tt---P.tt ffil_}U t
t-ati ti ].
General requirements for b th th M.[A][ ]. and
Ph.D. degrees are given in the earli r pag
f th
Catalog. [9eser-ipt-ien
nd requiremen . f-th
pm-warns] [Li t of required course , the numb r f
hours that mu t be taken in cour e la lled Math,
and variou track and option ] may be found in th
Handbook for Graduate tudent in Mathematic
[an
Hlti t-i ].
opie of the Hand
k an
obtained by writing dire tly to the Department of
Mathematic and tati tic [or ~ und n it
b
site: http:/ /math. unm. e du /curri cu l um.html].
For a graduate minor at lea t 9 h ur f wor in
mathematic or tati ·tic · appro ed by b th th
tudent's major department and the Departm nt f
Mathematic and tati tic are required. A ·tud nt
may receive a a ter f A1 t in ducati n with
supporting cour e · in mathematic or tati ti .
tudent de iring to take a c ur e wh d n t ha
the indicated pr requi-;it . hou Id
n u It \! ith th
ourse in truct r.
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Mathematics
Minor Study Requirements

Math 264L and 12 hours in [Mathematic and
Statistics] courses numbered above 300. [At lea t 6
of the 12 hours must be in courses labelled Math.
(Note that a separate statistics minor is availabl .)]
The pass/fail (CR/NC) option may not be u ed for
minor study [and the grades in all mathematic and
statistics courses must be C (not C-) orb tter].

Restrictions
1.
Credit not allowed for both Math 121
and 150.
2.
Credit not allowed for b th Math
162L and 180.
3.
Credit not allowed for b th Math
163L and 181.
4.
Credit not allowed for both Math 31 I
and 362.
5.
Credit not allowed for botl1 Math 314
and 321.
6.
Credit not allowed for both Math 361
and 461.
7.
Credit not allowed for both Math 322
and 422.
8.
Students who have credit for any
courses numbered Math 121 and above may
not take IS-M 100 or Math 120 for credit.
Student who have credit for any
9.
courses numbered Math I 62L and above
may not take Math 120, 121, 123, or 150 for
credit.
10.
A tudent normally may not take an
examination
to
validate
credit
in
mathematic [ftfle-st-at-i t-i ] cour e .
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

Department proposing change
Program to be changed
Individual initiating change

Mathematics and Statistics

Date _---=.,___--"--'--"'-"'---3/1/99

Undergraduate Minor in Mathematics

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits
with Form CID

Ronald M. Schrader, Chair

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
Current requirement: Math 264 and 12 hours in courses numbered above 300. The pass/fail (CR/NC)
option may not be used for minor study.
There currently is no distinction between a mathematics and a statistics minor.

B. Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
Require at least 6 of thel 2 credits numbered above 300 to be in MATH (as opposed to STAT). Clarify
that grades in required courses must be C or better, and that C- is not sufficient.
New wording: Math 264L and 12 hours in Mathematics and Statistics courses numbered above 300. At
least 6 of the 12 hours must be in courses labelled Math. (Note that a separate statistics minor is
available.) The pass/fail (CR/NC) option may not be used for minor study and the grades in all
mathematics and statistics courses must be C (not C-) or better.
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

Department proposing change
Program to be changed
Individual initiating change

Mathematics and Statistics

BS in Mathematics, Option I (Pure Mathematics)
Ronald M. Schrader, Chair

Date

3/1/99

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits
with Form CID

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
Currently require MATH 162L, 163L, 264L, 321,361, CS 151L, 27 hours of Mathematics and Statistics
courses numbered 300 or above (with a grade of C or better), and MATH 322, 345 (or 441), 362 (or
421), plus completion of six hours in courses numbered above 400.

B. Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
Specify that the six hours in courses numbered above 400 must have a MATH prefix.
Use STAT prefix for 345 in required courses.
Clarify on a11 required courses that C or better is required, and C- is not acceptable.

JZl
D

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Facult ,·Senate Curricula Committee Chair
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Mathematics
Major Study Requirements
[See separate listing under Statistics for additional
degree options.]
The following is required of all Mathematics [-a-oo
8-t-a~es] majors:
1.
162L, 163L, 264L, 321 (linear
algebra), 361 (advanced calculus); 321 and
361 are not required in Mathematics
Education.
2.
Assignment of an advisor. Students
must be assigned an advisor as soon as they
decide to major in mathematics [ftfla
s-ffit-ts-t-ies] .
3.
Knowledge of a computing language
at the level of CS 151L is required.
4.
Of the Mathematics and Statistics
courses taken, at least 27 hours must be
numbered 300 or above [(•.vith a graae--ef-G
or better)].
5.
Completion of one of Options I, II,
III, [or] IV[,--er-V] below.
(6.
The pass/fail (CR/NC) option may
not be used in courses taken to satisfy
requirements I and 4. All grades in these
courses must be C (not C-) or better.]
[+he aepartmeA-t--a-Hticipates that some of these
e-pfio-Hs--w-i-ll chaAge in the Hear future; studeAts are
aavised that they may foJle-w either the preseAt
e-pt-ions or any revised optioA.]
Option I (Pure Mathematics). The option in Pure
Mathematics requires [Math] 322, [Stat] 345 (or
Math 441 ), and [Math] 362 (or 421), plus
completion of at least six hours [-ifl] [of] courses
[labelled Math] numbered above 400.
Option II (Applied Mathematics). The program
must include [Math] 311 or 362,312,313,316,375,
and two of 441,462,463,464.
Option
[III],
[I-¥]
(Math
Education).
Undergraduates seeking secondary certification in
Mathematics may be enrolled in either the College
of Arts and Sciences or the College of Education.
Mathematics major and minor requirements differ
somewhat between the two colleges. The

647
requirements for an A & S major are: [Math] 321
(or 314), 305, 306, 338, [Stat] 345 and at least
twelve hours from [Math] 307, 308, 309, 311, 317,
319, 322, 331, 361, 375, 406 or other upper division
courses approved by the math-education advisor.
(Supporting courses must also be taken in the
College of Education.)
Option [IV] [¥] (Mathematics of Computation).
This option requires, along with the usual
Math[ematics] major requirements, the following:
1.
Math 317, 318, 319, 322, 375, 464,
and one of [Stat] 345, Math 441.
2.
A minor in Computer Science.
Currently this includes [U][22] CS hours of
which the following are required: CS 151L,
CS 201, CS 251L, EECE 238L, CS 257L,
[and two of] CS 341L[,] [ftflf.l] CS 351L[, C
S 361L].
The C S advisor may make exceptions where
appropriate.
(See [C S department] catalog [entry] for
substitutions/restrictions.)
Additional information for mathematics majors.
I.
Each Mathematics major should be
in regular contact with the advisor assigned
to discuss his or her program of studies.
2.
Since most graduate schools require
a reading knowledge of one or two foreign
it is desirable that an
languages,
undergraduate take three semesters of at
least one of the following: French, German,
Russian.
[3] [-4].
A student who would like to
have a course offered which is listed as
offered on demand should discuss the
possibility with the department chairperson.
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change
Program to be changed

Mathematics and Statistics

Date

BS in Mathematics. Option III (Statistics)

Individual initiating change

3/1/99

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits

Ronald M. Schrader. Chair

with Form CID

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
The undergraduate major in Statistics is a BS in Mathematics under Option III. All Statistics courses are
prefixed as MATH. Exact requirements of the Statistics major currently are
Required of all Mathematics
majors except Mathematics
Education

MATH l 62L, 163L, 264L, 321, and 361, } /
A course at the level of CS 151 L.
.___ _ _ _ _ _ __,
MATH 345, 347, 348, 445 and at least one of 441,444,447,448,449,
452, 453, or 550.
At least 27 hours of Mathematics or Statistics courses must be numbered 300 or above.
•
•
•

Mathematics:
Computer Science:
Statistics:

B. Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
The undergraduate option in Statistics will become a BS in Statistics. Statistics courses formerly
prefixed as MATH will now be prefixed as STAT. Exact requirements:
•
•
•

Mathematics:
Computer Science:
Statistics:

•

Enrichment:

MATH 162L, 163L, 264L, and 321 or 314. (3 14allowed, 361 dropped).
A course at the level of CS l 51L.
STAT 145 (new req.), 345, 427, 428, 440, 445. At least 21 credits of ST AT
courses must be numbered 250 or above. ST AT 345, 427, 428, 440, 445
respectively are the former MATH 345, 347,348,445, and 545.
6 credits of upper division courses in another discipline. (new)

~

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

D

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

B Mac9'3
FatuJty'Senate Curricula Committee Chair
;,, ....

/

Date
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Statistics
Major Study Requirements
The fol1owing is required of all Statistics majors.
1.
Assignment of an advisor. Students
must go to the Department of Mathematics
and Statistics to be assigned an advisor from
the Statistics Group as soon as they decide
to major in statistics.
2.
145 or approved equivalent.
3.
Knowledge of a computing language
at the level of C S 15 lL.
4.
Math 162L, Math 163L, Math 264L,
and Math 314 or 321.
5.
At least 21 hours of statistics courses
numbered 250 or above (with a grade of C
(not C-) or better). These must include Stat
345, 427, 428, 440, and 445.
6.
Enrichment courses: At least 6
additional hours of courses numbered 300 or
higher and approved by the student's
undergraduate advisor. These can be taken
in an appropriate discipline of the student's
choice, for example: anthropology, biology,
business, chemistry, computer science,
economics,
engineering,
mathematics,
medicine, psychology, and statistics. These
courses may overlap with the student's
minor.
7
The pass/fail (CR/NC) option may
not be used in courses taken to satisfy
requirements 2,4 and 5. All grades in these
courses must be C (not C-) or better.

Additional information for statistics majors.
l.
For students interested in a career in
actuarial science, preparation for the first
actuarial exam consists of the courses Math
162L, 163L, 264L and 314 or 321.
Preparation for the second actuarial exam
consists of the courses Stat 461 and 453. For
information on actuarial careers and other
exams consult a Statistics advisor.
2.
Students planning on pursuing a
graduate degree in Statistics are encouraged
to take Math 321 and 361.
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Ronald M. Schrader. Chair

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
There currently is no distinction between a Mathematics and a Statistics minor. Current wording for
both is: Math 264 and 12 hours in courses numbered above 300. The pass/fail (CR/NC) option may not
be used for minor study.

B. Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
Establish a distinct minor in statistics. Changes from the previous Mathematics minor: Do not require
Math 264L (Calculus III), do require Stat 145 and specific Statistics courses.
Exact wording: One year of calculus and Stat 145, 345, 427, 428 and an additional 3 hours of
mathematics or statistics in courses numbered 250 and above. The pass/fail (CR/NC) option may not be
used for minor study and the grades in all mathematics and statistics courses mu t be C (not C-) or
better.
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Graduate Program

I

Graduate Advisors
Contact [the graduate eomrniHee-e-t] the department
for assignment of a graduate advisor.
[Rev-iew-6f-Applieatians--Begjns
Fal I semester: February 1
--....-s~pr-m-g--semes-teF.-Ne-vember-lSummer semester: March 1
Note: Ear-ly-app-ltea-tion is reeommcooed . Fall---ftfle
spring dates are observed for financi-a-J-a-ith]
[Application Deadlines
Applications must be received by the Office
of Graduate Studies no later than July 1, to be
considered for the Fall term, and no later than
November 1, to be considered for the Spring term.
Review of completed applications is done on a
rolling basis, beginning on February 1 for the Fall
term, and beginning on October 1 for the Spring
term. Applicants seeking teaching assistantships
are encouraged to apply early.]

Degrees Offered

I

M.S. in Statistics
Concentrations:
applied
statistics.

statistics,

theoretical

Ph.D. in Statistics
Graduate Minor in Statistics
The Master of Science degree student should have
taken introductory statistics, linear algebra, and a
calculus sequence including multivariate calculus.
Promising
students
lacking
an
adequate
undergraduate background may be admitted to the
graduate program but will be required to remove
undergraduate deficiencies.
The Master of Science in Statistics degree is
awarded under either Plan I (the is option) or Plan
II (non-thesis option).
There is no minor
requirement. At least 18 hours (Plan I) or 24 hours
(Plan II) of the program must be in the department.
Knowledge of a foreign language is not required.
The Doctor of Philosophy in Statistics degree is
offered by the Statistics Program. Knowledge of a

computer language is required, but knowledge of a
foreign language is not.
General requirements for both the M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees are given in the earlier pages of the Catalog.
Lists of required courses, the number of hours that
must be taken in courses labelled Stat, and various
tracks and options may be found in the Handbook
for Statistics Graduate Students. Copies of the
Handbook can be obtained by writing directly to the
Department of Mathematics and Statistics. The
handbook is also available from the Statistics web
home page:
http://stat.unm.edu/stats_hanepage.html..

For a graduate minor at least 9 hours of work in
statistics approved by both the student's major
department and the Statistics Program faculty are
required. (For a Masters using Plan II 12 credit
hours are required.)
Students desiring to take a cou rse who do not have
the indicated prerequisites should consult with the
course instructor.

I
j
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The Linh-er ily of 'cw Mc;,.._ico
Ronald Christensen
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of ew Mexico
Albuquerque, M 87131-1141
(505)277-4619
ll etcher@stat.u nm .edu

September 19, 1997

To:
From:
Re:
cc:

asir hmed, Dean of Graduate Studies.
Ronald Christensen, Professor of Statistics.
Relabeling Programs in Statistics.
Richard Holder, Robin Meize-Grochowski,
Henry Shapiro, Bill Simpson.

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics is preparing a proposal to relabel the Statistics Masters and Ph. D. options that currently exist within the Department as a Program
in Statistics giving Masters and Ph. D. degrees in Statistics. The proposal involves no
rr'quests for new faculty, new staff, additional space, equipment, computer resources, library
resources, or anything else. It is simply a request to label the MA in Mathematics, applied
statistics concentration, as an MS (or MA) in Statistics and the Ph. D. in Mathematics,
probability and statistics concentration, as a Ph. D. in Statistics.
Yesterday I spoke with Bill Simpson from the Commission on Higher Education and he
suggested that, after consultation with the Council of Graduate Deans, such a change might
not require formal consideration by the Commission on Higher Education since the program
already exists and the request for a name change is minor. This memo was suggested by Bill
to serve as a basis for discussion by the Graduate Deans. The remainder of this document
sets out the need for such a change.
Statistics is a young and growing but already substantial discipline. It has its own professional societies, completely distinct from those in mathematics. The program in Statistics
aL UNM is completely distinct from the programs in mathematics. There is no significant
overlap in courses, faculty, and all decisions regarding the statistics program are left to the
Statistics Group within the department.
Employment opportunities are plentiful in Statistics. The primary areas of employment
are biomedical, industrial, and business applications. Statistics plays a fundamental role
in modern biomedical research. It also plays a fundamental role in modern methods for
providing high quality goods and services. Statistics has a huge potential for growth across

disciplines in teaching, facilitating research in other departments, joint research with othf'r
dep rtments, and in purely statistical research inspired by real world problems.
Statistics as a discipline has primarily developed in this century. Until 30 years ago, th oretical Statistics was largely taught and developed within departments of mathematics while
applied statistics resided in areas such as medicine, biology, engineering, psychology, education, economics, business,and more recently anthropology. This has now changed drastically
and all top statistics programs are in separate Statistics programs. Placement within a
mathematics program hinders the perceived stature and the quest for excellence of Stati tics
in New Mexico.

It has long been recognized that the discipline of Statistics is not well served by being vi w d
as a branch of mathematics. While statisticians use mathematical reasoning, Statistic i
really about the collection and analysis of data. Residence within n. program of mathemati
creates several problems. Statisticians are not in the business of c ntributing to th th ory
of mathematics. They are in the business of contributing to the dev lopm nt of sci nc .
such, there is a fundamental conflict in the norms by which mathematir.ian and s ati 1 1an
evaluate their work. For example, in mathematics consulting has littl ignifi an e. In
Statistics it is a vital activity.

I

I

In ract, the mere presence of Statistics within a mathematics program mak s man appli d
st::i tisticians and users of statistics leery of our program. Historically such t ars ar b d on
a perception that programs within mathematics are interested only in mathemati al h or
an , l not in applied work. Evidence of this fear exists in the fact that cours s in tatisLi s
are offered by numerous departments across the college and university. It would b in h
university's interest to consolidate such courses but any consolidation an su ed on] by
maintaining close contact with customer departments. Perhaps the only way o n ur
permanent close contact is through a system of joint appointments to a Statisti program.
We would like to encourage broad participation in a newly named program by arranging
joint appointments for current faculty in other departments whose primary a ivitie ar
Statistical. Bnt this is something that can be worked out after the program has r c ived
formal approval.
Ultimately, the benefit of this name change accrues to the students studying Stati ti s. As
mentioned, there is a huge need for Statisticians. By and large, tlwre is no similar d mand
for mathematicians. The degrees of students studying Statistics will be more valuable for
having been accurately labeled. Students will not have to convince employers that although
they formally have a degree in mathematics, they really have been educated in Sta i ti s. A
s,•condary benefit is that it sho11ld be easier to attract Statistics students to U 1 if w can
advertise a properly labeled degree.
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Scott P • Sa nd ers, Dept Chair

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed :
See paragraph

3, p. 158 of the current catalog:

our PhD programs Br e defined by

stude11ts add their Committees on Studies in dialogue with the Graduate Commit ee
and the Graduate Director.

Students i11 the past have defined Medieve.il Studies

PhD concentrations similar to the one spelled out in the change requested . So
we are not "changing requirement"; we are stating a program that has been the
one appropriate for Medieval Studies all along.

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s) :
See the attached I isting of the specific courses for this interdisciplinary PhD
concentration.

With the newly begun Medieval Studies Institute, we want to see the Medieval
Studies concentration at the PhD level spelled out in the catalog .

Note also

that we are hiring a new Asst Professor (tenure travk)in Medieval Studies to
begin

F99 .

)81 THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.
0 THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS :

sM~·9:,
Date

02 / 15 / 99

17 : 08

'0'505 277 2950

Ph.D. Concentration in Medieval studies
Applicants must have completed all requirements for the Master's
Degree in English or a cognate discipline or have the Master's
Degree in hand.
1 . App1icants who have not completed the following course work in
their Master's program :must complete these courses within the ti.rst
two years ot the Ph .D. program:
a. English 581 Chaucer
b. English 549 I ntroductory Old English
c . History 321 or 322 (Ear1y Middle Ages, or High Middle Ages)

d. English 500 Introduction to the Professional Study or English
2 • A reading knowledge of Latin (to be satisfied no later than the
s e cond year of the program) and one additional language other than

English.

3. 30 hours of course work distributed as follows:
a. English 597 Methods in Medieval Scholarship (1 hour)
b. Seminars in Chaucer (English 650); Old English Literature
(English 650) or Old English or Middle English & other
Medieval Language (English 680); Medieval History (History
521)

(11. hou..,.•).

c. English Medieval Language & Literature (9 hours) to he
selected from: 551 Middle English, 550 Beowulf & other Ol.d
English Poems; 550 Anglo-Saxon Prose; 551 Middle English
Literature survey, excluding Chaucer; 551 Medieval.
Aesthetics; 551 Medieval Drama.
d. Multidisciplinary course. work in Art History, Medieva1
History, Madie.val Philosophy, and medieval language an~
1ite.rature other than Engluh, such~ .Old· Norse, Medieval
La.tin, Medieval. Spanish (9 hours, only 3 of which may
be ta.ken in the History Department).
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Note: Proposals for new graduate degrees need to follow a CHE approved format Plea.s'e call the Office of Graduate Studies
and ask for an outline. Revisions of graduate degrees also may need state approval, depending on the extent of changes
proposed. Please consult the Office of the Provost for advice prior to initiating this form.
1.
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Give exact title in the space provided and requirements for the new graduate degree as they should appear in the
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~Hiversity of New Mexico Catalog.
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TITLE: Masters in Physical Therapy
Catalog proof is attached.
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2.

Attach the complete proposal in the approved format.

3.

Does this new degree affect any existing program? Yes_x_ No __ . If yes, attach statement

4.

Library Impact Statement Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement

Jon Eldredge

5.

CIRT Impact Statement Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement

Pam 11iraba l

6.

Proposed date to admit new students: Semester

0..

0

SUMMER

Year
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0
0

0

~

0

0
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2000
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Returned to The Office of the Provost for presentation to following entities:
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Academic Council of Higher Education _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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New Mexico Commission on Higher Education
Requirements for Approved Graduate Programs
9.

REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVED GRADUATE PROGRAMS:

9 .1

The r~quirements and questions listed below will be used in reviewing proposals to
establish new graduate programs. The Commission reserves the rioht to weioh these
factors differentially and to consider additional factors in reachino decisions that be t meet
the interest~ of the ~tate of New Mexico. These requirements ar: constructed to reflect
state-level _mte_res~s 1~ postsecondary education; reviews of new graduate programs within
the proposing mst1tut1on are expected to reflect a somewhat different balance of concerns
for example, devoting greater consideration to details of program quality. [ 10/ 1/97] '
9 .1.1

Purpose of the Program and Mission of the Proposing Institution.
The proposed program must have a clear purpose that is consistent
with the mission of the proposing institution. [2/26/85,5/4/90, 10/1/97]
A. What is the primary purpose of the proposed program? What are its secondary
purposes, if any?

The purpose of the Division of Physical Therapy as stated in the Mission Statement i to educate
leaders in physical therapy who are proficient in the areas of education, research, supervision,
management, consultation, promotion of health, prevention of dysfunction and provision of care,
in order to meet the needs of the citizens of New Mexico. The secondary purpose is to further the
knowledge of the field of physical therapy to the end of promoting growth and leadership for the
profession and to train physical therapists who are current and progressive in their knowledge and
delivery of care. These primary and secondary purposes are identical to the purposes for the
current baccalaureate degree. The new degree is still the first degree that the student will receive
which allows he or she to sit for licensure examination and become a practicing physical therapist.
Therefore the overall purpose of the program is unchanged.
B. Is the proposed program consistent with the role and scope of the institution as
set forth in its mission statement and interpreted by its governing board?
According to its mission, The University of New Mexico offers selected programs at the associate,
baccalaureate, master's and doctoral levels in a wide spectrum of academic, professional, and
occupational fields. The proposed new entry-level physical therapy degree at the University of
New Mexico will be a Masters in Physical Therapy. Therefore the new program remains within
the role and scope of the University of New Mexico.
C. What is the institution's priority for the proposed program, as indicated in its
most recent plans, funding requests, or other institutional documents? [10/1/97]
The University of New Mexico (UNM), as well as the_State L~g_islature, h~s a~ways been
supportive of the Physical Therapy Program. We received additional fundmg m 1994 to expand
our prooram from 24 students per year to 30. We have continued to receive support from the
School ~f Medicine and the Health Sciences Center. The Division of Physical Therapy at UNM i
the only program in the State training physical therapists. There continues to ~ea shortage of
physical therapists, especially in rural, underserv~d _areas. We accept only r~s1dents of ew .
Mexico or qualified WICHE students and the maJonty of our graduates stay m the state to practice.
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9.1.2 Justification ~or the Pro~r.a~. The proposed program must meet one
or. ~ore specified needs withm the state or region; must not duplicate
exis!mg programs un_necessarily or inappropriately; and, to the extent
feasible and appropriate, should benefit from cooperative
arrangements with other institutions.
[2/26/85 ,5/4/90 , 10/1/97]
As introduced in 9_.1.1 C above, the~e continues to be a need for licensed physical therapists in the
State of ew Mexico. ~n example 1s the Spring and Fall '97 issues of "Rural Health News" the
news_lette~ of ew Mexico Health Resources Inc. , which lists 12 and 11 physical therapist
openmgs m rural ew Mexico, respectively.
There is no _duplication, th~ Division of Physical Therapy at the University of New Mexico is the
only educat10nal program m the State graduating physical therapists.
Students f~om any of New Mexico's colleges or universities may apply to our prooram. We have
wo_rked with most to ensure that the prerequisite course work available is appropri:te and will
satisfy our prerequisite requirements. We will continue to do this.
9.1.3.1 Need.

The proposed program must meet one or more specified needs
within the state or region. Clear and convincing evidence must be
provided of the reality and extent of such need.[2/26/85 , 5/4/90, 10/1/97]
A . Why is the program needed? Will graduates of the program help meet some
specified state or regional need for skilled personnel? Have specific potential
employers requested, or expressed interest in, the program? What, if any,
internal institutional needs will also be met by the program?

Perhaps this is the point to explain the relationship of the proposed program (Masters in Physical
Therapy) to the current program (Bachelors in Physical Therapy). Currently the Division of
Physical Therapy grants a Bachelors Degree. The program is accredited by the Commission on
Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE), as are all entry level programs nationally. An entry level
program is defined as one that grants the first degree necessary to become a physical therapist.
Historically, nearly all programs nationally granted the Bachelors degree to fulfill this purpose.
However, in 1979 the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) passed a mandate in their
House of Delegates meeting that by the year 1990 all entry level degrees would be at the postbaccalaureate level. This mandate did not carry any enforcement language, however, it did set the
standard for the future of physical therapy education. By the year 1990, over half of the entrylevel educational programs nationally had converted their programs to the post-baccalaureate level.
As mentioned above, all entry-level programs are accredited by CAPTE. The Division of Physical
Therapy received full accreditation from CAPTE most recently in 1995. The accreditation is for an
eight year period. However, during the fall 1996 meeting of CAPTE, the Commission adopted
revised Evaluative Criteria for Accreditation of Education Programs for the Preparation of Physical
Therapists. The new criteria became effective January 1, 1998. The primary change that is a key
element in the development of this new program is section 3.9 which states, "The firs~ professional
degree for physical therapists is awarded at the post-baccalaureate level at the completion of the
physical therapy program." There is an implementation schedule included with the new
accreditation packet. The key statement made relative to the implementation is, "It is the intention
of the Commission to limit its scope of professional program accreditation to physical therapist
education programs at the post-baccalaureate degree level after January 1, 2002. Additionally,
relative to the eight year accreditation granted to UNM in 1995, the Commission states,
"Baccalaureate programs to be visited in 2002, 2003, and 20~4 ~ill be e~pected to have made the
transition to the post-baccalaureate degree level by 2002. This will reqmre a shortened cycle for
some programs." Therefore, the Division of Physical Therapy at UNM must convert their entry
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level Bachelor's progr~ to a post-baccalaureate level by the year 2002 or lose accreditation.
Graduates of non-accredited programs cannot sit for state licensure and therefore would not be
employable. The Division of Physical Therapy therefore must make this conversion or close
which would mean there would be no educational program for physical therapists in New M~xico.
The conversion would mean the masters program would replace the current bachelors program.
Addit~onally, the field o_f _physical therapy has continued to evolve, requiring graduates to become
more 1_ndependent pract1t1oners. Most states now allow some type of direct access where physical
therapists are able to evaluate and treat patients without the referral of a primary care practitioner.
Managed care changes have also dictated that the physical therapist must be able to practice in a
more autonomous manner and be able to improve effic acy of treatments. Entry level curriculums
have been addressing these needs well, however, the masters program will better prepare students
by increasing clinical time and offering advanced skills in key areas.
B . Evidence of need might include results of employers surveys, current labor
market analyses and projections, or need projections prepared by a relevant
professional organization. Summaries of student interest also are appropriate
but will not by themselves be considered sufficient evidence of need.
As indicated above, there is and will continue to be a strong need for physical therapists to practice
in the State. The anticipated continued growth of the profession of physical therapy dictates that
we keep pace in the quality and number of our graduates. According to the Spring, 1994 U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Quarterly, physical therapy
is expected to show an 88% increase in employment with 79,000 job openings between 1992 and
2005. In the "Health Diagnosing Occupations" cluster, physical therapy was a distant first place
with occupational therapy in second place with an estimated 60% increase in employment. Similar
projections are shown for the State of New Mexico. According to the New Mexico 2005
Economic Projections Bulletin published in June 1995, "Physical therapists will experience the
strongest growth going into the next decade_as more people will be ~n need_ o_f reha~ilitation due to
the increased popularity of sports and exercise programs, advance~ m ~ed1cme :4':'h1ch,,allow more
people to survive traumas and advances in the treatment of more disablmg condit10ns. The report
gives the figures that between 1993 and 2005 there will be a growth in physical therapy jobs from
540 to 1090 ( 100.4% growth) in New Mexico outside Albuquerque and an even greater percentage •.
growth (1 09.5%) from 260 to 550 new physical therapy jobs in Albuquerque.
9. 1.3.2 Duplication.

The proposed program must not duplicate existing
programs unnecessarily or inappropriately. A pr.oposa! f?r a
program similar to one (or more) that already exists w1thm the state
must present clear and convincing evidence that need for the program
cannot be met by the existing program(s).
[2/26/85,5/4/90, 10/-1/97]

There are no other programs in New Mexico that graduate physical therapists.
Currently, the WICHE program does allow for five New Mexico ~esidents to attend
post-baccalaureate physical therapy programs out of sta~e. There 1s anecd~tal
evidence that there are hi ohly qualified New Mexico residents that are leaving the
state to attend Masters pr~grams not only through WICHE certification, but via
their own funding as well.
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9.1.2.3 Inter-Institutional Collaboration and Cooperation.

To the extent
feasible and appropriate, the proposed program should establish
collaborative relationships with other programs within New Mexico
so that state investments can be shared and students can benefit fro~
expanded opportunities across institutional boundaries. [ 10/1 /97]
A. Are there programs at other institutions, and particularly programs already
supported by the state, through which shared instruction, collaboration with
faculty, or other means of broadening student options and experiences can be
arranged as part of the proposed program?

There are two physical therapy assistant programs currently in the State. The course work relative
to those programs that would meet our prerequisite requirements is accepted as it is from any ew
Mexico College or University. There is not the ability to share instruction, etc. as the curriculums
are not interchangeable, even at the basic level. Physical therapy and physical therapy assistant
programs are accredited under separate guidelines and therefore must be distinct, self contained
programs. We do however communicate with the two physical therapy assistant programs relative
to clinical sites and educational issues, such as supervisory roles, that fall under the clinical
education component of our program.
Students applying to the new masters program will need to have a baccalaureate degree and still
meet our prerequisite course work requirements. We will continue to accept the course work taken
at New Mexico institutions as we have done in the past.
9 .1 .3

Clientele and Projected Enrollment. The proposal must clearly
describe the population of students who will be recruited for the
proposed program and must include a detailed projection of
enrollment and credit hours anticipated during the first five years.
[2/26/85, 5/4/90, 10/1/97]

9.1.3.1 Clientele.

A. Who are the students to be served by the proposed program? Will the program
concentrate its recruitment upon students representing some particular
geographic area, students from some special employment sector, or some other
identified group?
Admission criteria will remain essentially unchanged except for the requirement of a baccalaureate
degree prior to admission. As stated above, we limit admission to residents of the State of ew
Mexico. We will continue to do so. Admission is based upon science GPA (which must be a
minimum of 3.0), letters of reference, autobiography, interview and ex~emporaneou~ w~iting. The
?est 50 applicants based on science GP A, letters of reference a_n? autob10_graphy are mv1ted for
interview and at the same time perform an extemporaneous wntmg exercise. All ~cores are added
and the top 30 applicants are offered positions in the program with the next 10 b~mg held as
alternates. The intent of the admissions process is to accept students who are smted to the .
interpersonal and caring role of a physical therapist and are academically capable of completmg the
program.
B. What academic or experiential qualifications will be set for admission?
Minimum overall and science GPA is 3.0 on a 4.0 scale. Volunteer experience is highly
recommended but not required. Applicants typically average 300 to 400 hours of volunteer
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~xperience prior t? application_. T~e primary objective of the volunteer experience recommendation
1s to help the appl!cant determme 1f the field of physical therapy is right for them.
C. Will the proposed program be consistent with state goals for equitable
representation of all clusters of students? How will the program assure equal
access and success of students from clusters historically under-represented in
graduate education or in the fields of employment for which the prooram is
0
intended to prepare its graduates?
The Division of Physical Therapy supports and adheres to the University of ew Mexico's Equal
Education Policy which states that the University of New Mexico is committed to providing equal
educational opportunity and forbids unlawful discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion,
national origin, physical or mental disability, age, sex, sexual preference, ancestry or medical
condition. Our record has been good relative to attracting and retaining under-represented groups.
Historically, our classes are made up of 25 to 35% students from ethnically under-represented
groups. Recently we have obtained a Health Careers Opportunities Program Grant from
Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service in cooperation with the School
of Medicine, College of Pharmacy and Division of Occupational Therapy. The purpose of the
grant is to identify, attract, admit and retain students who are educationally disadvantaged.
Nationally, the field of physical therapy is predominantly made up of white females. Male
comprise approximately 40% of all physical therapists and minorities comprise a very small
fraction of both genders. A 1992 report from the American Physical Therapy Association lists
"graduates by race." The figures are: Caucasian - 93.7%, Asian - 2.5%, Black - 1.7%, Hispanic 2.0% and Native American - 0.1 %. As can be seen, our program, although still needing to do
more within the State of New Mexico to redress under-representation, is well ahead of national
averages for physical therapy schools.
9.1.3.2

Projected Enrollment.
A. The proposal must display, in clear tabular form, the projected enrollment in
the proposed program during its first five years. This presentation must
distinouish the number of new students (head count) expected to enroll each
year at,nd the number of returning students expected to re-enroll in each year.

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Projected Accepted
30
30
30
30
30

Total
90
90
90
·90
90

Returning
60 (from current baccalaureate program)
60 (30 baccalaureate/30 masters)
60 (from previous two years of masters)
60 (now steady state - masters)
60

Our enrollment has been extremely stable and we do not anticipate the new program will have a
significant affect on that. We have surveyed current students relative to the requirement the
baccalaureate degree prior to admission. 95.4% of students admitted stated they would still apply
to the prooram even if a prior baccalaureate was required. Students accepted to our program
average 7~6 semesters of college work prior to application, have taken an average of 153 college
credits and 64% have baccalaureate degrees or above.
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B. ~he proposal should indicate the number of students expected to enroll fulltime and the number expected to enroll on a part-time basis and must display
the total number of student credit hours expected to be generated in each of
the first five years.
[10/1/97]
All students in our_progr~ are fu~l time. !he curriculum does not allow forpart time students,
due ~o the sequencm~ and m_teractive reqmrements of laboratories, etc. The program currently
receives programmatic fundmg, not student credit hour based fundina. The difference will be that
the masters students will be paying graduate instead of undergraduat; tuition at UNM.
Year

Total Undergraduate Student Credits

Total Graduate Student Credits

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

2100
1230

1170
2190
3150
3150
3150

0
0
0

9 .1.4 Institutional Readiness for the Program.

The institution should have
nearly all of the resources needed to initiate the program. The
proposal should include a clear statement of the extent to which the
institution is ready to initiate the program, citing the remaining needs
and recognizing each of those needs in the cost analysis developed
pursuant to Section 9.1.5
A. Is the teaching faculty adequate in number and qualifications to initiate the
program? If not, what additional faculty are needed? To what extent will
the program rely upon graduate assistants to free faculty time for graduate
instruction in the proposed program?

The current faculty all have advanced education and training beyond the entry level that will be
taught in the new program. Additional permanent faculty positions will not be necessary to
implement the new program, however, there will be additional teachino needs that can be met with
temporary part time faculty. The new program will be 36 months in 1tngth compared to 28 for the
existing baccalaureate program. This will create an additional eight months of "overlap" where
students enrolled in each of the three years of the program will be receivina instruction
simultaneously. This will increase the total teaching load. The new curric~lum provides for nine
credits of elective course work in the next-to-the-last semester. Most of these electives will be
clinical in nature and designed to provide the student advanced training in a specific clinical area,
such as pediatrics or orthopaedics. To meet the additional teaching needs, the plan is to expand the
current cooperative relationship with community clinicians and hire clinical physical therapists with
experience and expertise in the content area to co-teach these electives with full time faculty of the
Program.
The program will not be able to use graduate assistants per se. We currently use four senior .
students from the program to assist in the initial summer gross anatomy course. We will continue
this and fundino is in the current budget for that purpose. The new program will replace the old
bachelors degr;e program, so there will not be "two levels" of studen_t~ that would allow the
masters students to assist in instruction undergraduate students. Addit10nally, the upper level
students are in class continuously during the semesters throughout the three years of the program
with the exception of summer between the first and second year. It is during this time that the
assistants for the gross anatomy course are available.
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B . Are the library and other academic support resources sufficient to initiate
the program? If not, what additional resources are needed?
Library and other academic support resources are adequate.
C . Are the physical fa~ilities. ~f the institution adequate for the first five years
of th~ prog~a1!1? Will addit10nal space or modifications of existing space be
reqmred within the first five years of program operation?
Class size is not increasing over curr~nt bachelors pr~gram. Therefore our physical facility needs
are unc~anged. We, as all programs ~n the Health Sciences Center, continue to have difficulty
schedulmg adequate classroom teaching space due to the ongoing growth within the HSC.
However, that is a larger issue.
D. Are the institution's equipment and technological resources adequate for the
first five years of the program? What, if any, additional equipment will be
needed?
}

Equipment and technical resources are adequate.
E. Are other operating resources adequate to initiate the program? For
example, will additional clerical or specialized personnel be needed?
The 1995 CAPTE eight year accreditation mentioned above did have a deficiency associated that is
just currently in the process of being satisfied. The Commission stated, "The Commission finds
that there is need for additional support staff in order to ensure that the needs of the faculty and
students are met. The responsibilities of supporting the Director, the ACCE and all other functions
of the program currently rest with one staff number and work study support." We are currently
searching for an additional staff person. However, the funding to support this position has been
extremely difficult to obtain and currently it is temporary and only at a level to support a 0.8 FIE
position at the minimum salary for the grade. The revenue is being provided from grant revenue to
the program and clinical revenue from the Department of Orthopaedics. The position, if/when
filled, will begin to address our staff support deficiency, however, additional funding will need to
be added to the I and G budget to institutionalize and stabilize the position and bring it to the full
_1.0 FTE level. This level of staff support is a basic operating need of the program. Additionally,
our current full time staff position is classified as a level 9. Expansion of the program to the
masters level will put additional demands and responsibilities upon this position. The person
currently in this position was classified higher and took a cut in salary to accept this position. She,
therefore is capable of the level of function necessary but is being paid at the bottom of her
classification. However, the position needs to be upgraded to a level 10, Department
Administrator I, with appropriate salary to ensure the ability in the future to hire and pay at-the skill
level necessary.
[10/1/97]
9 .1.5

Projected Cost of the Pro1:ram. The proposal must include a clear
analysis of the projected cost of the proposed program and the
[2/26/85, 5/4/90, 10/1/97]
sources of funding that will support it.

9.1.5.1 New Costs for Program Start-Up. The proposal should provide a clear

indication of new costs that must be met in order to begin the program and to
sustain it during its first five years. The analysis must address at least the following
cost categories.

6,0
A. Additional faculty needed for the program, full-time and part-time.
Temporary part-time faculty will n~ed to be hired as out_lined above to co-teach pecialty electi e
course ~ork. Th~ ~umber of elective courses taught will depend upon selection by the tudent .
There will be a rrummum enrollment number of four to eight students in order for the cour e to be
offered (enrollment minimum will vary depending upon the course). A total maximum of 25 credit
hours of electives will be offered in the new curriculum. If all were tauoht each year the co t to
hire temporary part ti~e faculty to co-teach would be $20,000. A more°reasonable figure would b
$15,000 (plus 24% frmge, $3,600) for a total of $18,600 as it is highly unlikely that all 25 credit
would be taught each year. This would cover 6 temporary part-time faculty teachino 50 hour ea h
0
or approximately 18 credit hours.
B. Additional library resources needed for the program. The propo al hould
include a statement from the university librarian, indicating the co t of th
new resources and the schedule on which the resource will b pro ided.
See attached Health Sciences Library Impact Statement
C. Additional facilities, equipment, and technological re ource needed for th
program.
None needed.
9.1.5 .2

State Support. An analysis must be presented showing the appro imate
amount of state operational formula funding that will flow to the procrram for
each of the first five years, based upon the projected tudent credit hour and
current formula funding factors, and recognizing the delay and averaging
(10/1/97]
characteristic of the formula.

Below is the total budget amount per year for the first five years of the program. Thi i b ed
upon current budget for the bachelors program plus an additional $18,600 for temporary part tim
faculty, $38,634.68 for the 1.0 FTE staff position described above [midpoint salary for level 9 i
$31,157 plus 24% fringe equals $38,634.68], and $10,463.62 to upgrade the current le el 9 taff
position to level 10 [current salary in the position is $25,834.60, midpoint salary for level 10 i
$34,273, the difference is $8,438.40 plus 24% fringe added to the difference equals S 10 463.6 ].
Additionally the program is requesting a 10% increase ($5,760.50) in our non:salary bud~et,
primarily to be added to supplies. Basic operating needs of the program have mcrea e?. due to.
inflationary increases in materials and services necessary to run the program. The addition of time
in the program by students will add additional supply and material need . As an example th co t
that the program pays for cadavers for the gross anatomy course has just incre_ased 33% which
represents a $2000 increase for this item alone. Although our budget has received some
compensation increase in salary categories, it has only been decreased in materials and ervice
categories over the past several years.
The total projected figures below do not represent cost of living or merit increase .
Year
2000 - 2004

Total State Support eeded
$473,715.60/year
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9.1.5.3

Other Support. If the proposed program will benefit from other sources of
ope~ational support, t~e proposal should ~escribe those. For example, if
p~cular ~ost categories such as new eqmpment or additional graduate
ass1stantsh1ps are expected to be supported by research grants, contracts, or
other sources, the proposal should clearly describe those sources and levels of
support and should indicate the advantage to the state of receiving such
support.
[ 10/1/97)

There will be no other support.

9.1. 6

Quality o~ the Pro~ram. The proposed program must be designed
!o meet. high stan?ards of academic quality, considering its
mstruct10nal curriculum, faculty, student, admission standard
opportunities for experiential learning and academic support, a~d
provisions for continual review and improvement of the
program. [10/1/97)

9.1.6.1

All programs supported by state funds are expected to comply with principle of
academic quality delineated as part of the Commission's regulation on
instructional funding:5 NMAC3.12.
[10/1/97)

Our current program meets all regulations and the new proposed program will also.
9.1.6.2

Among the questions that will be considered in evaluating propo als for new
graduate programs are the following.

As outlined above, our current entry level program is accredited by the Commission on Physical
Therapy Education (CAPTE). The criteria for accreditation are the same for all entry level
programs, regardless of terminal degree granted. Therefore we will fall under the same criteria for
the new program as for the current program which is accredited. The criteria are extensive. Our
self study accreditation report fills two, three inch ring binders. This self study if available for
review as necessary.
A. Is the curriculum adequately structured to meet the stated purposes of the
program?
The curriculum consists of 105 credits of advanced course work addressing all areas of physical
therapy entry level studies as defined in CAPTE accreditation guidelines. Criteria for curricular
content and structure are clearly defined by CAPTE. In the 1995 accreditation of the bachelors
program, there were no deficits or deficiencies noted in the curriculum. It was given praise by the
site visit team as well founded and complete. The new masters curriculum keeps all the primary
elements of the bachelors curriculum while increasing depth in some courses, providing more time
and guidance for the senior research project (now thesis), allowing electives for advanced clinical
skills or other graduate level study, and eight weeks additional full time clinical experience at the
end of the didactic portion of the curriculum.
[Section 3.0 of the CAPTE Self Study Narrative addresses the curriculum)
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B. Is the faculty adequate in number, experience, and availability to offer a
high quality program?
The academic faculty are committed to quality education for students, and have the collective
qualifications necessary to conduct the activities of the program. All faculty have advanced training
and education beyond the entry level degree. All faculty members have a minimum of 1O years
physical therapy experience (range 12-22 years experience). Two faculty members have Ph.D.'s,
two members are pursuing their Ph.D. and should be completed by 2001. All faculty have
extensive teaching experience in clinical and/or academic settings. Two faculty members,
including the director, each have 10 or more years experience in an academic program; two faculty
members have 5-7 years academic experience; and two members, although hired only three years
ago as full-time faculty, both have many years experience teaching for the program as temporary
part-time faculty. The faculty has strong backgrounds in the specialty areas of physical therapy,
including orthopedics, neurology, pediatrics, and administration.
Relative to approval for graduate instruction through the Office of Graduate Studies here at UNM,
we have filed the forms for approval. We will need to apply for "continued limited" appointments
due to the fact that none of the faculty are currently tenured or on tenure track. We anticipate
having 3 to 4 faculty members on tenure track by the year 2002. Currently within the School of
Medicine, tenure track positions are only available to people with the M.D. or Ph.D. degree.
Therefore, as faculty complete their Ph.D. degrees, they will be able to move onto the tenure track.
Nationally, 48% of physical therapy faculty have a Ph.D., the remaining have advanced masters
degrees of equivalent. However, over 90% of faculty nationally are tenured or on the tenure track.
Therefore, most faculty, nationally, are able to move onto tenure tracks without the Ph.D. This is
due primarily to the fact that only 12% of faculty nationally are within schools of medicine. The
tenure track appointment is necessary for "regular" graduate instruction approval which includes
chairing graduate committees. Until the time that we do have more tenure track faculty, we will
need to rely on tenure track faculty from the Department of Orthopaedics and through the
Biomedical Sciences Program to chair our students' theses committees. This support has been
offered. We anticipate no difficulty in our faculty receiving the "continued limited" status which
will approve them for instruction and serving on graduate committees.
{Section 2.2 of the CAPTE Self Study Narrative addresses Faculty]
C. How do the proposed academic admission standards for students entering
the program compare with standards for other programs at the institution
and with admission standards for comparable programs at other institutions
in New Mexico or other states?
There are no other institution in New Mexico offering an entry level degree in physical therapy.
Nationally, our admission criteria are v~ry consistent. Some progra!Ils requir~ t~e Graduate ..
Record Examination, some do not reqmre a baccalaureate degree pnor to adrruss1on. Prereqms1tes
to our program are similar to most though we require more prerequisite science courses than many
programs.
D. How will the proposed program utilize current technologies to support
program quality and delivery?
Students at UNM have access to the Internet and World Wide Web. Students in the Health
Sciences Center have unlimited search access to the National Library of Medicine as well as several
other databases such as the Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL)
throuah the Health Sciences Center Library. All entering students into the current program are
requited to have their own personal computer and are provided email accounts through the School
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of Medicines First Class system which provides an extensive bulletin board and information
platform utilized by all the program faculty and students.
E. What opportunities will be available for assisting students to gain
experiences relevant to work settings for which the program will prepare
them?
The ability of the student to apply and integrate principles learned in the classroom to actual
work/clinical situations is vital to a professional program such as physical therapy. The physical
therapy program provides students with considerable clinical education experience. Short block
rotations which are integrated within the junior and senior year cuniculum provide a total of 9
weeks (40 hour weeks) of supervised clinical experience. Full-time affiliations provide a total of
24 weeks (40 hour weeks) of supervised clinical experience. In addition, students participate in 45
hours of "clinic and rounds," which constitutes exposure to various special services, unique
clinical settings and related health care professions.
Individual clinical supervision is generally provided by one clinical instructor (CI) to each
student. Occasionally there is a situation of split supervision of one student by 2 clinical
instructors, in order to allow clinicians who are not on regular work schedules to participate. The
2: 1 model of student: CI supervision needs to be explored in the near future in order to create
additional student placements. Cl's are generally selected by the CCCE and the clinical facility.
The program's criteria for Ci include one year of clinical experience as well as willingnes to work
with students. Cl's receive ongoing training and support from the program.
In order to provide a variety of clinical experiences, student clinical placement have been
divided into the specialty areas of acute care, neurological rehabilitation, orthopaedics pediatric ,
and geriatrics. A representative academic year would include a total of 46 placements in general
inpatient rotations, 122 in outpatient care, 2 in extended care facilities, and 4 in the school system.
Short block rotations. An attempt has been made in short block affiliation placements to
provide a variety of clinical experiences to each student. During their time in the program, each
student is generally placed in at least one acute care placement, and at least one pediatric placement.
In the past, each student has also been assigned on the average 3-4 orthopaedic outpatient
rotations.
Full-time affiliations. These affiliations consist of three eight-week placements. The
program requires one adult acute care and one adult neurological rehabilitation affiliation per
student, although occasionally exceptions have been made to accommodate individual student
needs. The setting for the third full-time affiliation is optional and is usually chosen from
orthopaedics, pediatrics or geriatrics. Most acute and rehabilitation rotations are inpatient etting ,
and most optional rotations are_ outp~tient settin~s. This ~elp to _balance the _preponderance of
outpatient care placements available m the part-time rotations. W1th colTII!1uruty support, the
program has been able to obtain enough placements to uphold these requirements.
[Section 3.2 of the CAPTE Self Study

arrative addresses the clinical experience.]

F. What academic support services are available to students to as i t them in
succeeding in the program?
Successful completion rate for the program has been greater than 99%. It i extremely rare for a
student to not complete the program once accepted. When t~is has occurred it ha been due to
extenuating personal circumstances, rather than a lack of assistance or support.
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Students meet with their_ f~culty advisor at the end of each semester to discuss their performance in
the classroom and the clm1c. The students' coping strateoies for dealino with the stresses in the
pro~ram are also discussed at these sessions. The grades°the student ex°pects to receive are
revie:Ved to evaluate the stude_nts' ~nderstanding of their progress. All faculty are responsible for
tracking student performance m therr courses, and problems are brought to the attention of the
student as soon as noted and also to the attention of the director. Remedial discussions are entered
int~ as soon as a pote~tial problem is identified. Faculty and fellow students provide additional
assistance and strategies to help the student succeed. It is very rare for students to need additional
~ssistance_above the u~ual faculty roles, probably due to our high admissions standards, however,
if a potential problem is encountered, we have been very successful in providing the student with
the necessary support.
During clinical affiliations, the student and the clinical instructor meet for a midterm and final
review of the student's performance and progress during that affiliation. In addition, the clinical
instructor completes the Progress Report Form documenting the progress of the student, and this
form is sent to the ACCE for review. Students and clinical instructors are encouraged to meet on a
regular basis (daily or weekly) to discuss student needs and progress. In addition, the Blue Macs
is used to record progress in clinical skills, and also comments on student performance in the
clinic. Remediation is started as soon as a problem is identified and the student is provided
additional opportunity to successfully fulfill the requirements of the rotation.
[Section 2.3 of the CAPTE Self Study Narrative addresses student services.]
G. What final integrating experiences or other features will be used to assure
that graduates have acquired the knowledge and skills expected for the
degree or certificate awarded?
The primary final integrating experience is the 24 week full time clinical rotations during the third
year as detailed above. Extensive grading is done by the clinical instructors and students must
successfully complete all clinical requirements. Additionally, students participate in problem based
learning groups throughout the curriculum. This approach to education e~phasizes educational
processes and integration of didactic course work to develop comprehensive treatment and
management plans of patient problems.
A final comprehensive exam is given at the end of the program to ensure th~t s~udents h_ave an
adequate understandino of curricular content. This provides the students with mformat10n as to
their grasp of content prior to taking the national exam in preparation for state licensure.
H. Has the proposed program been evaluated by ':°Y external _reviewers or is
there other external evidence or opinion regardmg the quality of the
program?
CAPTE accreditation, as discussed above, has evaluated the current curriculum. The new program
retains all aspects of the current curriculum as well as expands and enhances areas as ~xplamed
above. Additionally, the new program will participate in the University of New Mexico's regularly
scheduled Graduate Unit Review.
I. Will specialized accreditation be sought for the program?
Yes as outlined above students must oraduate from an accredited program in order to sit for state
lice~sure examinations'. Provisional ac°creditation must be obtained prior to admitting students to
the new masters program. Full accreditation will then occur in the year 2002.
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9.1.7 Assessment of Operations and Impact. The proposal must include a
plan by which the proposed program will be assessed for its
operation and impact over at least a five-year period.
[10/1/97]
A. At a minimum, the plan must indicate methods that will be used to monitor
program operations, progress of students, and program completion rates.
The Program's Comprehensive Curriculum Plan includes the Philosophy of the Division of
Physical Therapy, which reflects the values and principles of the program, and is as follows:
The Division of Physical Therapy is dedicated to the philosophy that a competent physical therapist
is a highly trained health care provider who possesses the skills to meet the challenges of today's
society and the dedication to continually learn and improve to meet those of tomorrow. To
accomplish this, the physical therapist must be an active participant in the health care system,
competent not only in the area of direct patient care, but also possessing kills that enable the
graduate to remain a life-long learner and teacher.
To meet this goal education must proceed in an orderly planned sequence designed to in till the
philosophy and talents needed to remain current with the rapid changes in society, chool and
knowledge. The education of the competent graduate must provide experiences that enable him/her
to become an effective learner and sharer of knowledge, develop the skills nece sary to coordinate
and plan health care services, do research and add to the professional body of knowledge, learn to
effectively consult and communicate with others, and above all, provide caring, compa sionate,
quality services to those in need.
The process of development, implementation, and evaluation of the Comprehensive Curriculum
Plan is the role and responsibility of each member of the faculty of the Division of Phy ical
Therapy, under the coordination of the Director. All faculty members participate in the curriculum
meetings, and assist the program in meeting the goals and objectives of the Comprehen i e
Curriculum Plan. The goals of the Comprehen ive Curriculum Plan are to periodically and
systematically develop, implement, evaluate and revise the curriculum of the Divi ion of Phy ical
Therapy in order that the program continues to provide effective learning experiences conducive to
producing competent and caring entry-level physical therapy graduates who reflect the philo ophy
of the program.
The objectives of the Comprehensive Curriculum Plan are as follows:
1. The faculty members of the Division of Physical Therapy develop and implement appropriate
learning experiences for students to meet the Philosophy of the program.
2. The faculty members of the Division of Physical Therapy evaluate the curriculum at least
annually using the program's systematic process (outlined below) that involve tudent graduate,
clinical instructor, employer/supervisor and other appropriate feedback.
3. The faculty members of the Division of Physical Therapy revise the curriculum as needed b ed
on data gathered through the program's sy tematic process.
Information reoardino curriculum issues is gathered through formal and informal method
includino both 0verbai°and written feedback. The systematic proce s for gathering information
regarding curriculum issues in the Division of Physical Therapy is as follow :
1. Physical Therapy Course Evaluation Forms are completed by students at the end of th
semester for each course taken that seme ter. The forms provide information on cour content
i t~t
presentation, instructor and other issues relevant for ~valuating the cour e. The taff
tabulates the information which is asse ed by the Duector of the program and b the pec1fi
faculty member after grades are turned in for the semester. Information pertinent to curriculum
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revision is presented at the curriculum meetings at the end of each semester.
2. Formal advisement sessions, where each student meets with his/her faculty advisor are held at
the e~d of each semester. Each student is asked specific questions regarding clas room and clinical
experiences, and problems are brought to the attention of the Director as well a discus ed at
curriculum meetings if appropriate.
3. Prior to graduation the students must pass a comprehensive examination. The faculty then
evaluate the results and modify the curriculum to address areas of concern.
4. At the final Program Discussion Meeting, graduating students complete the Self-Evaluation
Sur_vey, which assesses their perceived competence in all areas and provide written fe dback on
vanous aspects of the curriculum. These surveys are reviewed by the Director and faculty at
curriculum meetings.
5. The results of the Professional Examination Services (PES) Iicensure examination ar e alu at d
by the faculty , and revisions to the curriculum are considered.
6. Six-months post-graduation, the new graduates are sent the Self-Evaluation urvey (to
completed by themselves) and the Graduate Performance Survey (to be completed by th ir
employer/supervisor), to again assess their competence in several areas and to again provid
written feedback on various aspects of the curriculum. These surveys are revi wed by th Dir ctor
and faculty at curriculum meetings.
7. Clinical educators complete Progress Reports on students during their clinical affiliation .
Pertinent information from these reports is presented by the Academic Coordinator of Clinical
Education at curriculum meetings as appropriate. Evaluations by students of their full-tim
summer affiliations address their academic preparation for each affiliation. Thi information i
summarized and utilized for curriculum revision.
8. Contact with alumni, clinical instructors, and community therapists at profe ional me tin
program functions, and informal happenstances provide a means for spontaneou feedback in an
informal manner regarding curriculum issues in the program.
[Section 1.2 of the CAPTE Self Study Narrative addresses monitoring and compliance with
program goals and objectives.]
Monitoring of student progress is outlined above. All faculty are responsible for monitoring
student performance and progress in the classroom. Students meet with their faculty ad i or at
least once per semester. Clinical Instructors evaluate student performan~e in the clinic and r~port to
the Academic Coordinator of Clinical Education. With 30 students movmg through the cumculum
as a group, taking many hands-on laboratory based courses, the faculty get to know the ~den
extremely well. Concerns are identified quickly and handled by the faculty member and d1 cu ed
with the faculty as a whole during faculty meetings.
Program completion rates are of little concern to the faculty as they are always abo e 99% as tated
above. This is due to our selection process and the close interaction between faculty and tudent
as well as a very committed and talented teaching faculty.
As outlined above, feedback on success of program graduates and the degree to hie~ the prooram
is preparing students for the profession is obtained in sev:eral wa_y s _both formal and informal.
Information relative to the quality and success of the cumculum 1s d1scu ed weekly at generall
faculty meetings and extensively at monthly curricular meetings and semiannual retr a . Th
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success of program graduates and the ability of the curriculum to prepare physical therapists is the
primary goal of the faculty and to that end much effort is put forth to ensure that goal is obtained.
Information Obtained from Students and Graduates is obtained by both formal and informal
mechanisms:
A. Formal Mechanisms:
1. Clinical Education Evaluation Forms. These forms assist in providing feedback by students
and CI's about the students' performance in the clinic situation.
2. Self-Evaluation Surveys were developed to help assess the performance of program graduates
in several areas related to physical therapy. As outlined in the systematic process of the
comprehensive curriculum plan, the Self Evaluation Surveys are completed by the
students/graduates themselves just prior to graduation from the program, and again 6 months post
graduation.
3. Research Projects. All students in the Division of Physical Therapy must successfully prepare
and present a written and oral report of a research project (thesis) before they graduate from the
program. The written report must follow a specific outline, and is bound in a volume and kept on
file in the Division of Physical Therapy. The oral report consists of a Poster Presentation of their
project, which is presented to the faculty and students of the Division of Physical Therapy, as well
as at the spring symposium of the New Mexico Physical Therapy Association.
The research project is designed to provide a primarily independent learning experience for the
student, and to foster the ability to use outside sources to answer relevant questions and become an
effective problem solver. The purpose of the research project is to enable the student to explore a
physical therapy related topic in greater depth than is possible in the basic curriculum, and to obtain
knowledge and expertise in an area beyond the level of the new graduate. Research in physical
therapy is an important need in our profession today. A goal of the research project is to
familiarize the student with various aspects of the research process and to demonstrate that, with
careful planning and creative thinking, a research project can become a positive learning
experience.
Research projects provide the faculty with evidence of the students' ability to identify and explore a
topic based upon their overall knowledge of the field, to complete a project in a timely fashion,
and to write professionally, as well as to prepare and present an oral and poster presentation.
4. Comprehensive Examination. All students in the pi vision of P~ysical Therapy m~st pass a
comprehensive examination given by the program pnor to graduation. The exammat10n assesses
all areas related to the field of physical therapy, and is given to assist the students in preparing for
the licensure examination. The results of the comprehensive examination can therefore be useful
not only to the program in assessing the competence of ~he gra?~ates, but als~ to individ~al
graduates as an indicator of specific areas that may require additional preparation for the hcensure
examination.
5. Licensure Examination. Students must take and pass the national examination in order to be
licensed at the state level. Reports of program graduates are received that show passin~ scores and
performance on areas of the examination. This information is used to evaluate the cumculums
ability to prepare the student for practice.
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B. Informal Mechanisms
1. Program Discussion Session. Verbal feedback by students at the Program Discussion Session
just prior to graduation provides important information on students' feelings of competence during
the summer clinical affiliations. Comments are generally positive, and are similar to the above
written comments on feelings of being well prepared for entry level clinical practice.
2. Community Contact. Many graduates are seen and talked with on a regular basis in a variety of
settings, e.g., local and national meetings, in the Division when they participate in activities such
as Admissions Committee, PT Club activities, or tutoring in problem based learning, as well as at
continuing education programs. Information gleaned in this manner has been positive regarding
graduate 's abilities to perform effectively, and is similar to the written comments above.
Information Obtained from Employers/Supervisors:
1. Graduate Performance Surveys. As outlined in the systematic process of the comprehensive
curriculum plan above, the Graduate Performance Surveys are mailed to the graduates 6 months
post graduation to be given to their employers/supervisors for completion.
2. Many employers/supervisors of graduates are seen and talked with on a regular basis in a
variety of settings, e.g., local and national meetings, in the Division when they participate in
activities such as Admissions Committee, PT Club activities, or tutoring in problem based
learning, as well as at continuing education programs. Information gleaned in this manner has
been positive regarding graduates' abilities to perform effectively, and are similar to the written
comments above.
[Section 4.0 of the CAPTE Self Study Narrative addresses outcomes of program graduates.]
9.1.8 Administrative Responsibility for the Pro1:ram and Institutional

Commitment. There must be clear indication in the proposal that the
institution is committed to the success of the proposed program.
[2/26/85, 5/4/90, 10/1/97]
A. The proposal should indicate where in the structure of the institution the
program will be administered. For example, which department will have
primary responsibility and which additional departments, if any, will contribute
to operation of the program?
The Division of Physical Therapy is a division of the Department of Orthopaedics within the
School of Medicine which is a component of the Health Sciences Center of the University of New
Mexico. The oraduate unit responsible for administering the masters degree will be the Biomedical
Sciences Grad~ate Program, directed by Dr. William Galey, As_sistant De_an for Graduate Studies
for the School of Medicine. The Division of Physical Therapy is responsible for all aspects of the
program and provides 99% of the teac~?g and_adrninistr~ti_ve comp~nents. However, a number of
departments within the School of Medicme assist by providing occasional lectures to our students
in survey courses.
B. The proposal should include a clear statement_of admini~trative ~upport for the
prooram sufficient to assure that resources will be provided durmg the first fi ve
ye;s of the program. The proposal should also verify that all within-institution
approvals needed for the program have been granted, including approval by the
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institution's governing board.
See attached support letters.

[10/1/97]

